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PUBLISHER’S STATEMENT

Ornico has just bought a
new building, plumb in the
heart of Johannesburg.
The company is waiting
for transfer of ownership
[please hold thumbs],
and when transfer of
ownership takes place we
will be moving lock, stock
and smoking brains-trust
to this new Jozi site. All
things being equal, this
will happen in a couple of
months.

I

f you know Ornico, you’ll know that
up till now Ornicans were housed
in a building in the chichi suburb of
Sandton. So… why is Ornico leaving
Gauteng’s high-income heartland?
Because building South Africa, and
growing into Africa means taking risks. It
means not staying with the banks and the
stock exchange in Sandton, but moving
to where the ‘masses’ exist - to where real
people live. To the real heart of Gauteng
- Jozi.
Ornico believes that South Africa has
unfinished business - that it must build
proper schools, a better rail system, a
thriving ICT sector and a country where
people have better access to opportunity.
We can only do this if we all get into the
trenches and start digging. If we all start to
pick up bricks and start to build.
During the past few years our CEO,
Oresti Patricios, has worked with a school
in Alexandra to improve the structures
and outputs at that school. The process
has changed our entire organisation and
outlook on our role, and reasons for being
in South Africa, and Africa.

Building means confidently facing
tomorrow with a clear plan, with
intelligence, with hope. With the will to
build the future by design.
This magazine is an expression of Ornico’s
will and desire. That growth, development
and building better brands, contexts,
worlds and economies stems from
imagination and intelligence.
Ornico has only just begun this journey.
The Future By Design will be an annual
book which we hope will become a
movement. Join us. Speak to us. Let’s
collaborate. Share with us your thoughts
and ideas for creating The Future By
Design.
Finally my deep respect and gratitude
to all who have participated in this
project. Ornico is humbled to be in such
remarkable company.
Please enjoy.
Ornico
www.ornico.co.za

Better World?

How Do You Build A
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EDITORIAL

Build A Better

Bradbury’s “hungry imagination” helped
make him the first science fiction and
fantasy author to pen stories that revealed
both the benevolent and malevolent side
of technology and science. Best known for
Fahrenheit 451, The Martian Chronicles
and The Illustrated Man, Bradbury’s
favourite subject was the future.
The future is something of an obsession for
The Future By Design too, which is why all
who’ve worked on this project are inspired
and entranced by Bradbury’s intuitive
understanding that imagination is our best
ally for meeting tomorrow well.

Enjoy The Future By Design, which I hope
will be more than a nugget of inspiration,
a primer for thinking about tomorrow, or a
look inside some of the smartest minds in
the world of brands and branding today.

Image by Torley Linden

This man, whose writing career spanned
seven decades, once wrote an essay in
The New Yorker in which he described
how he thought as a child. “When I was
seven or eight years old, I began to read
the science-fiction magazines that were
brought by guests into my grandparents’
boarding house, in Waukegan, Illinois,”
Bradbury writes. “Those were the years
when Hugo Gernsback was publishing
Amazing Stories, with vivid, appallingly
imaginative cover paintings that fed my
hungry imagination.”

The future will belong to smart brands with
imagination and to brands who understand
that the future is created by design. Or
as Bradbury once said: “I discovered very
early on that if you wanted a thing, you
went for it — and you got it. Most people
never go anywhere, or want anything — so
they never get anything.”

May The Future By Design offer a
luxurious, aesthetic experience while
stimulating your mind and encouraging
attitudes of curiosity, innovation and clever
design thinking.
As Bradbury said: “People ask me to
predict the future, when all I want to do is
prevent it. Better yet, build it. Predicting
the future is much too easy, anyway. You
look at the people around you, the street
you stand on, the visible air you breathe,
and predict more of the same. To hell with
more. I want better.”
Let the future belong to those who build it
and make it better.
Mandy de Waal
Founding Editor
Writer & partner at JoMaMediaZA
twitter.com/mandyLdewaal
Skype: mandy.de.waal
Email: jomamediaza@gmail.com
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Ray Bradbury was a master of
imagination, and although he deplored
his writing to be rigidly categorised,
at the time of his death at 91 in June
2012 he had brought science fiction into
the literary mainstream because of the
sheer beauty of his writing. “The ability
to fantasize,” opined Bradbury, “is the
ability to survive, and the ability to
fantasize is the ability to grow.”
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Megatrends
As the world’s richest and most
influential people gathered in
Davos in January 2015, there
was one topic that held them
all in feverish conversation.
The oil price, which fell beyond
the $50 a barrel mark, having
slumped 60% since June 2014.
Oil, it is writ, is not just fuel
but the maker and breaker of
global wealth, so there was
good reason for the earnest
discussion on oil at Davos.
By Oresti Patricios
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The megatrend here is the change in the United
State’s oil fortunes, as fracking production has
resulted in “nothing less than a tsunami in the
world political order” for that country.
In the past year or so, the word ‘megatrend’
has become a mainstay amongst big
consulting companies like Deloitte,
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) and KPMG
who use this phrase to denote shifts that are so
significant that they bring about enduring global
change.
There will be some 9 billion people on the
planet in 2040. Fuel has always been linked
to the concept of scarcity, but US oil and gas
independence has resulted in a megatrend
that’s impacted the global market. For the
US, as the energy market matures, market
efficiencies could realise mergers and
acquisitions, because the States allows the
privatisation of energy assets.
What does this mean in real terms? “Every
global recession since 1970 has been preceded
by at least a doubling of the oil price, and every
time the oil price has fallen by half and stayed
down for six months or so, a major acceleration
of global growth has followed,” says Anatole
Kaletsky, Chief Economist of Gavekal
Dragonomics and Chairman of the Institute for
New Economic Thinking. Kaletsky’s prediction
is that the price “in the brave new world of
competitive oil should be roughly $20 to $50.”
This is bad news for Africa, particularly for
economies that haven’t diversified. Not only
does a lower oil price directly affect investments
in Africa, but it means a contraction for oildependent economies like Nigeria and Angola.
Nigeria, of course, is further struggling with
the threat posed by Boko Haram. The oil price

will hurt Gabon, Ghana, Tanzania and South
Sudan, and will see SA’s first deep water rig
indefinitely stalled. This financial blow comes
after the ebola outbreak which has all but
crippled Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone. The
big lesson in the oil price drop for Africa is that
diversification is key.
One of the biggest risks facing the world, and
one which is likely to have the biggest impact
on the globe, is interstate conflict. This was
another hot topic in Davos. The 2015 edition of
the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Global Risks
report highlights the most significant long-term
risks globally. The insights are drawn from global
decision-makers.
In its latest world economic outlook of January
2015, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
projects that global growth for 2015 to 2016
will be between 3.5 and 3.7 percent of GDP.
The growth data was revised down some 0.3
percent on the previous outlook because of the
oil price drop; a reassessment of prospects in
China, Japan and Russia; and ongoing issues in
the euro era. Currently the US is the only major
economy for which the IMF has raised growth
projections.
The big challenge for 2015, moving into 2016
and beyond, will be financial inequality. In a
recent WEF report on the top trends for 2015,
Amina Mohammed, Special Adviser to the
United Nation’s Secretary-General, said: “In
developed and developing countries alike, the
poorest half of the population often controls
less than 10% of its wealth.” This is an issue that
deeply affects not only South Africa, and Africa,
but all countries across the globe. Inequality is
more than just financial, it speaks to access to
opportunity that keeps people trapped in cycles
of poverty. And it’s a challenge that demands
attention because it is directly linked to political
instability, conflict and violence.

The ten risks most likely to happen,
according to the report, are:
1

Interstate conflict

2

Extreme weather events

3

Failure of national governance

4

State collapse or crisis

5

Unemployment or underemployment

6

Natural catastrophes

7

Failure of climate-change adaptation

8

Water crises

9

Data fraud or theft

10

US oil and gas
independence
has resulted in a
megatrend that’s
impacted the
global market

Cyber attacks.

The bolded perils are those risks that would
cause the most impact to the world.
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peculation of geopolitics and a secret
price war have been proffered as the
reasons for the drop, but people like
uber economist Nouriel Roubini put
it all down to basic economics — supply and
demand. Oil stockpiling in September 2014, the
advent of Canadian and US drilling, and a falloff
in demand saw prices start tumbling. Great for
consumer countries like the US and Japan, but
countries dependent on oil sales like Russia and
Venezuela are under increased pressure.

The other big challenges that the WEF has listed
include joblessness growth, a lack of leadership
and increasing water stress. All of these are big
issues back home. Water problems remain a
flashpoint that’s only intensified by the problems
with SA’s energy system and Eskom. News
analysis suggests that the Eskom blackouts will
severely affect government’s ability to deliver
water.
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Eskom’s rolling blackouts may also find solution
in ‘smart grids’ — a trend that UK multinational
banking and financial services firm, HSBC,
highlights in ‘Seismic Shifts’ as an “energy
revolution”. In its publication on trends that it
predicts will change the investment landscape
HSBC writes: “Smart grid systems will be the
enabler of the ongoing energy transition,
capable of accommodating the combined
energy output and allowing demand patterns
to more closely follow supply patterns. This will
not only curb consumption but, in particular,
will create more efficient energy usage with
an ultimate target, over time, of aligning peak
demand with peak production. We believe
both the public and industry endorse the idea
of having more control over (and ownership of)
their energy consumption.”
“They also approve of boosting energy
efficiency as well as localised environmentfriendly energy production through solar, wind,
or CHP [Combined Heat and Power]. Apart
from reduced operational costs, smart grid
technologies offer a long list of benefits: 1) load
balancing; 2) automated fault detection and
self-healing; 3) reduced capital and operating
costs; 4) flexibility in network topology –
accommodates all generation and storage
options; 5) reduced energy losses; 6) demandside management – reduced total energy use
and reduced peak demand (largely through
changing consumer behaviour),” the HSBC
report states.

News analysis suggests
that the Eskom blackouts
will severely affect
government’s ability
to deliver water

In closing the megatrends outlook for 2015
through to 2016, I want to say that I cannot
overstate the importance of education enough.
And this is not something that must be left to
government. Public private partnerships like
Partners For Possibility and private initiatives
like Olico have proven their efficacy, while
Equal Education has done so much to hold
government education to better standards.

Photograph by #TourDeJozi

Electricity will continue to be SA’s Achilles heel.
Ageing infrastructure and service disruptions
aside, in the years to come electricity will go
from being a relatively cheap power source to a
more expensive one, as the country bids farewell
to the era of inexpensive power. The massive
opportunity here, of course, is investment in
energy by the private sector.

Education and skills development remain
Africa’s greatest hope, but UNESCO predicts
that the continent will soon be home to 50%
of the world’s illiterate population. Back home
our own inability to conquer education delivery
points out why this is the case. Education
can—and does—boost economic growth, but
the solution is not simply a matter of spending
more money, it is spending it effectively. Quality
education not only affects economic growth, but
on a micro level affects the lives and fortunes of
those who receive good education.

Given the challenges this country and continent
face, if you’re inspired to make a difference,
the best contribution to growth would be a
commitment to help bettering education..

UNESCO predicts that
the continent will soon be
home to 50% of the world’s
illiterate population

Oresti Patricios (@orestaki) is the CEO
of Ornico, a Brand Intelligence® firm
that focuses on media, reputation and
brand research. Patricios loves branding,
marketing, economics and having fun.
A passionate believer in free markets,
Patricios is committed to growing his
company with Africa.He has an MBA from
GIBS and did his thesis on social media
when Twitter was barely a twit. Contact
Oresti on tel +27 (0)11 884 5041 or email
Oresti@ornicogroup.co.za.

Photograph byThomas Sly

Mail & Guardian reports that according to
government officials, about a third of all towns
are in some form of serious water distress.
“The department of water (affairs) considers
one in 10 municipal water systems to be totally
dysfunctional, and, of those that are working, a
quarter experiences regular service disruptions
of more than two days at a time,” the weekly
investigative title says. In the past, SA’s water
woes have seen service delivery protests, a
reality that looks set to intensify.
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A crisis of inequality

A

major concern for me, and what is a
concern for economists across the
world, is inequality, which has been
rising in South Africa. The economy
has been growing; it is bigger than it ever was
and brought a lot of prosperity to people, but
at the same time it has left a lot of people
behind. Much of the growth has multiplied
wealth for those people who are the most
rich, and the growing gap between rich and
poor is impacting our labour relations. Many
economists don’t want to admit that it is not a
sustainable model and it is one that is going
to keep us at a disadvantage for quite some
time. We can’t work with the model that we
have always had, which used cheap labour to
work for us in terms of production, and thereby
be able to export cheaply, and for the owners
of the means of production to become richer
through higher profits. This is not just a South
African issue, it is a global issue.

The tough part is what to do about this, and
everyone talks about ‘the economic CODESA’.
How do we sit down and agree on a way to go
forward? There has been mention about this
kind of discussion in the National Development
Plan, which talks about finding each other in the
distribution of wealth – not the redistribution
of wealth, but the distribution of wealth going
forward in terms of profits and bonuses and
shared prosperity generally. I think that this
conversation is going to be critical and a key
focus for the next two years. Our greatest
concern is going to be how labour relations pan
out during the next couple of years as workers,
or those at the bottom fight for a better share
of the pie.
During the recent budget speech the minister
said that he would allow for a maximum of
6% increase in salaries. If labour unions reject
this and push for 10% (there has also been talk
of 15%), it could lead to a ratings downgrade

Photograph by LepoRello.
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weighs in on why this is a problem for SA’s

[which is a measure of risk about South Africa
and broadly reflects external perceptions about
SA]. This would have a significant impact on the
economy in terms of debt and sustainability
of government finance. This needs serious
attention and leadership from all sectors of
society, not just business or government.
Everyone, including civil society, needs to sit
down and discuss a way forward.
The South African economy is capable of
immense wealth creation, but this won’t
happen unless we all agree on how to
share the benefits. If we don’t come to
an agreement on this then this wealth
cannot be created in a sustainable
manner.
Xhanti Payi is lead researcher and economist at
Nascence Research Insights.
Follow him on Twitter: @xhantipayi
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Google’s

Big Brand
Impact
As the biggest brand in the
world of technology, how
Google operates in Africa will
affect the ecosystems of the
countries it is active in.
The Future By Design speaks
to Google’s Luke Mckend
about how the mega-brand
thinks about the future of
Africa and its future in Africa.
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Google is massive - it has a market
capitalisation of some US$372.1-billion and
operates in 100 languages from 70 offices in
some 50 territories across the globe. But while
size offers advantage, in Europe scale is a
challenge for the technology giant. In Europe,
Reuters reports, Google is facing an antitrust
case based on 19 different complainants.
Its very size means that Google will have a
significant impact in the regions it operates in.
For a brand this massive it becomes increasingly
critical to weigh up how it operates and impacts
the globe’s regional economies.
CREATING OPPORTUNITIES
“We look at emerging markets as places where
further access to the internet can actually create
opportunities for all people to have a greater
degree of well-being in general,” Mckend says.
Internet access in Africa is growing. Nigeria,
Africa’s most populous country, ranks 10th in
the world on the list of the world’s top internet
users. In South Africa, the internet is becoming

“At Google we look at the world through
the lens of some of the things that Google is
really good at,” says Luke Mckend, Country
Director at Google South Africa, explaining
how the global technology looks at how it
impacts the environments it operates in.
“A truism,” says Mckend, “is that Google
and a lot of other organisations thrive in
the environment where the internet is
ubiquitous.”

a major contributor to the economy. A study
by World Wide Worx revealed that the internet
economy contributes up to R59-billion (or 2%)
to South Africa’s gross domestic product (GDP),
and this could grow to R79-billion (2.5%) by
2016.
But in Africa, access is hampered by lack
of infrastructure and cost. Overall, internet
penetration in Africa averages 25%, compared
Access to online articles, videos and educational tools is greatly improved by a reliable Internet connection. By bringing a
first class network to the classroom, students have greater opportunities.

with the rest of the world, which is 45.2%,
according to Internet World Statistics and
Miniwatts Marketing Group.
CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY
For Google, this is both a challenge and an
opportunity. “Trying to make sure that more
people are connected to the internet, with
the right device, at the right price, at the right
bandwidth, is a very important component of
what we’re doing,” explains Mckend.
A study commissioned by Google found a clear
correlation between economic growth and the
quality and degree of access in country. “So the
more connectivity in a country, the better it is for
virtually everyone in one way or another,” says
Mckend, adding: “There is a direct correlation
between how many people are employed in
the economy and connectivity available to small
business; and it should really be driving more of
our policy decisions, I think, from a government
point of view.”
A first-class network is built to move large amounts of data and scales reliably as more people come online. For doctors in
Kampala, Uganda, this means x-rays and patient charts can be shared quickly for potentially faster treatment.

If pervasive access provides Google with the
customers, it also stimulates the economy;
by promoting access, Google offers its brand

sustainable benefit, and the environments it
operates in benefit too. It’s a classic ‘win-win’.
CONNECTING THE CONTINENT
In Uganda, where there is little broadband
available, Google has stepped in to assist, by
undertaking to lay fibre optic cable in Kampala.
“The idea is that by making that fibre available
to operators, they can share the cost of that
infrastructure amongst themselves. So in the
process, passing on the cheaper parts to the
consumer from a connectivity point of view,”
says Mckend.
The project, called Link, will connect the city
to long distance fibre lines that provide next
generation bandwidth at an affordable cost.
Google expects this to improve the lives of most
Kampalans, opening up education and business
opportunities.
More ambitious and far-reaching is ‘Project
Loon’. The idea here is to create a network of
high-altitude balloons that provide wireless
connectivity to people on the ground, without
the need to lay cables or build towers.
T he F u t u re B y D esig n
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Project Loon, which was launched in 2013, has
been in testing around the world, including
various locations in Africa. The balloons are
not static, but move on the stratospheric air
currents, twice as high as the flight path of
jetliners.
SCHOOL DAZE
What is a brand’s best means of helping to
positively affect a country’s future outcomes?
Most employers point to education as a key
issue: many businesses are finding it hard to
recruit competent, trainable employees.
Education researcher and academic Nic
Spaull has estimated that, of the 24,000
government schools in the country, 20,000
are “dysfunctional”. The statistics bear this
out: only 5% of children entering one of these
poorer schools in Grade 1 will make it to tertiary
education. More than half will drop out before
reaching Matric, and the vast majority will be
functionally illiterate and innumerate at the end
of their schooling.

A couple of years ago the Southern Africa
Labour and Development Research Unit
(SALDRU) at the University of Cape Town
compiled a paper called “The Policies for
Reducing Income Inequality and Poverty
in South Africa”. In it the authors drew a
direct correlation between education and
poverty. “Education plays an important role in
predicting an individual’s position in the income
distribution,” the paper reads. “Education is
the key variable in determining a) whether an
individual finds a job in the first place and b)
the nature of the employment and the level of
remuneration.”

Education plays an
important role in predicting
an individual’s position in
the income distribution ...

BREAKING THE CYCLE
Civic programmes, like Partners for Possibility,
have shown that a little input on the part
of parents and teachers, with support from
business leaders, can go a long way in
improving grade levels and pass rates at schools
in poorer areas. By teaming up a business
leader with a school principal, basic leadership
and problem-solving skills are passed on, and
once dysfunctional or ‘borderline’ schools start
showing vastly improved progress.
There are numerous studies showing that, in
countries where fast internet is made accessible
to learners and teachers, the overall quality of
education improves.
Mckend says, “I think... you will appreciate
that if we connect more schools and more
universities directly to the internet, we know that
some of the problems we are having distributing
educational content, they may not disappear,
but it will certainly be much more easy to get
that into the hands of teachers and learners.”

A city with greater Internet capacity provides greater opportunity for commerce, education and the arts. With fiber
transferring data at lightspeed, there’s less wait time and more time to create.

This type of connectivity gives students access
to Google tools that are available for free
online. This includes a suite of cloud apps,

known as Google Apps for Education. These
are essentially the same apps used by ‘normal’
Google users, like Drive, Sheets and Docs,
that enable students to collaborate and share
information.
SMART TOOLS = SMART KIDS
In addition, Google has developed an app
called Classroom, that teachers can use to
communicate with students, and organise other
aspects of their teaching lives. Mckend says that
over 700 schools in South Africa have signed up
so far. “If we can get more of these tools in the
hands of the schools that are already connected
I think we can really make a difference to the
way that teachers are approaching what they
do,” says Mckend, adding: “We can also make a
massive difference in the lives of the learners.”
The future is clear for mega brands who
operate in Africa. In order to open up and
realise the potential of the continent, brands
will need to think innovatively about their
impacts in the long term. Success for giants like
Google on the continent, means enabling the
success of Africa.
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Seth Godin is the godfather of modern marketing
– or, at least, the type of modern marketing we all want
to be doing. In 1999, Godin published Permission
Marketing, and, in every way, it was a revelation. At
a time when Bill Clinton was still in office, TLC’s “No
Scrubs” was a #1 hit, and eToys.com was about to IPO,
Godin released a practical guide to how brands could
leverage the incredible connectivity of the web to
engage consumers by seeking permission to do so. His
creation of the concept of permission marketing—which
posited that marketing should be anticipated, personal
and relevant, rather than interruptive—continues to echo
in darn near every marketing brainstorm today.
Permission Marketing was Godin’s third book. Since
then, he’s published 19 more while posting daily to his
blog – which remains one of the industry’s must-read
sites – and launching successful entrepreneurial ventures
like Yoyodyne and Squidoo.

Photograph by Brian Bloom

I caught up with Godin to get his take on the present
and future of content marketing.

Joe Lazauskas speaks to marketing
legend Seth Godin about the future
of branded content
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I caught up with Godin to get his
take on the present and future
of content marketing.

Everyone who interviews
you describes it as this amazing, life-

changing experience. What do you think
makes you such a good interview?

But then there’s the whole obsession now with tying content to
revenues – in other words, tracking whether people who are consuming your
content will eventually buy something from you, and putting a hard number
on each piece of content you create. Do you think that’s misguided?
Oh, I think there’s no question it’s misguided. It’s been shown over and over again to be
misguided – that in a world of zero marginal cost, being trusted is the single most urgent way
to build a business. You don’t get trusted if you’re constantly measuring and tweaking and
manipulating so that someone will buy from you.
I don’t have any problem with measurements, per se; I’m just saying that most of the time when
organizations start to measure stuff, they then seek to industrialize it, to poke it into a piece of
software, to hire ever cheaper people to do it.
The challenge that we have when we industrialize content is we are asking people who don’t care
to work their way through a bunch of checklists to make a number go up, as opposed to being
human beings connecting with other human beings.

I don’t think I change anybody’s life. I think sometimes
people decide to change their own life, and if I can be
present for that, that’s a nice thing to do.

How does a brand care?

How do
you build an infrastructure where you have people
who care create content?

Why do you think you have that influence on people, then?
Well, I think that showing up every day for 10 years or more in a row gives
people a hint as to what it is you’re actually trying to accomplish. There’s a
mindset by some people who do content marketing that you give a couple of
times, and then it’s all about the getting. And I’m not interested in the getting –
I’m just trying to make a change in the universe that we can all be pleased with.

Well, a brand can’t care. All that can care is people. So if
someone in your organization – and it doesn’t have to be
the CEO – decides they’d rather work in a place where you
care, they can start caring. They can hire people who care,
they can reward people who care, and they can do work that
demonstrates that they care. What we find is that the more
people care, ironically, the better they do compared to the
industrialized systems of folks who don’t care and are just doing
it for the money.

You give a lot:

You’re a prolific writer with your
books, and also on your blog. Do you
see your blog as a form of content
marketing for everything else you
do?
Not if you define marketing the way oldschool marketers do, which is a chance to
make noise in the world to sell more stuff.
I define marketing differently. Most of the
people who read my blog have never bought
anything from me, and that’s fine.

“A brand can’t
care. All that can
care is people.”
“The more people care, ironically, the better they
do compared to the industrialized systems of
folks who don’t care and are just doing it for the
money.”
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“Industrialized content
marketing is one of
those fads, and it will
end up where they
all do: petered out
because human beings
are too smart to fall for
its appeal.”
It seems

also that that risk/reward
system for caring at most brands is a
little messed up. It’s a lot safer to just
create one blog post a week, or one blog
post a month, than it is to create 10 or 15.
Because so many brands are risk-averse –
if you make a mistake, your job is on
the line.
I think the fear is, without a doubt, present. It turns
out that, in most organizations, it’s warrantless fear,
but we’re humans and we can’t help it. The number
of people who have actually lost their job because
they’ve created content that showed they care is very,
very small. But we play into the whole industrialist
mindset and act as if our job is on the line.
There’s the famous content marketing success story
of Oreo’s tweet at the Super Bowl. People tell that
story as if it’s the greatest thing that ever happened.
They leave out that it took dozens of people to work
on it, when it should have been one person who
loved Oreo cookies. And it didn’t actually sell that
many more Oreo cookies.
There are constantly trends and fads on the Internet,
and people make a good living amplifying them. But
I think that industrialized content marketing is one
of those fads, and it will end up where they all do:
petered out because human beings are too smart to
fall for its appeal.

You coined the
term “permission
marketing.” Has it evolved
the way you expected it to in the
years since?

I think that I was naïve in thinking that it
would stay true to the intent of anticipating
personal, relevant messages. Many, many
corporations use it as a legal loophole to
spam.
The Museum of Modern Art sent me more
than 18 announcements in the three days
leading up to Christmas 2014. Now, I don’t
think very many people, as much as they
might be into modern art, really wanted to
hear from the museum 18 times in three
days, right? But that’s what the privacy policy
says, so they did it because some brand
manager probably figured, “Well, it’s going
to be a whole another year before Christmas
goes around. Might as well do it; it doesn’t
cost me.”
The problem is, of course, it does cost. What
it costs is reputation and trust.

What do you think

content that builds trust looks like?

I think that it’s human, it’s personal, it’s
relevant, it isn’t greedy, and it doesn’t trick
people. If the recipient knew what the sender
knows, would she still be happy? If the
answer to that question is yes, then it’s likely
it’s going to build trust.

A few years ago you said that content marketing is
the only marketing left. Does that still hold?
Well, the kind of content marketing I’m talking about is people talking about
something they care about.
Marketing in 1965 was the same thing as advertising. We called it marketing,
but it was advertising. As advertising has faded away, marketers have tried to
turn the Internet into advertising. My argument is: Real content marketing isn’t
repurposed advertising, it is making something worth talking about.

It always struck me that the beauty of the

Internet is that you can pretty easily create something
amazing that’s worth talking about, and then distribute it to
thousands or millions of people. But brands have, for the most
part, done a pretty poor job of building owned digital media
properties.
See, you are absolutely right here. When I think about how much money
someone like Gillette spends, the question is: Why doesn’t Gillette just build
the most important online magazine for men, one that’s more important and
more read than GQ or Esquire? Because in a zero-marginal-cost world, it’s
cheaper than ever for them to do that.
Or why didn’t Random House and Simon & Schuster start a search engine?
Because after all, that’s what they wanted to do: organize the world’s
information. They could have been Google – they were there, they knew how,
and they chose not to.
I think part of the challenge is that we have to redefine what business we’re in.
I think that most big companies come from the business of either knowing how
to use TV advertising to build a mass-market product, or knowing how to build
factories to build average stuff for average people. I think we have to shift to a
different way of thinking.

“Real content
marketing
isn’t repurposed
advertising, it is
making something
worth talking about.”
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If you were trying to build
a brand media property – if you

were Gillette – how would you build it? Would you
just give some really smart people the resources
and creative freedom to go out and make great
content?
I think the most important thing is to have an office that’s
not in your building. I think what kills brands who try to be
interesting is to have meetings where they’re not saying to
senior management, “How can we be more interesting?”
Instead, they’re saying, “How can we play this more safely?”
That’s not what happens when you want to make a hit TV show
or a website that people care about. You need editors, not
brand managers, who will push the envelope to make the thing
go forward.
So one easy way to do that is to set people up in an office
down the street, only visit them once a month, and give them
really significant metrics – not about pageviews, but about
mattering. And give them the resources – not too much, just
enough – to go do work that matters.

What metrics do you think best

measures the fact that you’re doing work that
matters?
I think the only one that I care about is: Will people miss you
if you are gone?

That’s a pretty good one.
Is there any particular way to measure that?
We’ve got lots of people who are good at statistics and
surveys. It’s pretty easy to figure out how to do an intent
analysis, how to read what people say about you, and how
to ask them. Once you’ve created something that people
would miss, like, say, Harley Davidson, it’s pretty easy to
figure it out.

Let’s go back a little bit to
the ideal brand newsroom

– or whatever you want to call it – where you set
up people up in an office and give them creative
freedom.
That kind of feels impossible at a lot of brands
right now, simply because there isn’t that attitude
towards content within the organization. How can
marketers who agree with your vision convince
people to make that kind of commitment?
I think that if you want to keep whining about the decline of
advertising and the stress that retailers are being exposed
to, by all means, feel free. If you want to find a way out of
where you are stuck, you may have to do something that’s
uncomfortable, that’s organizationally difficult, and worst of all,
that is frightening. And I don’t know how to tell you how to do
it, other than to point out that it might be frightening.

I think your blog

certainly
qualifies as something people will miss, and
part of that is because you’re such a prolific
writer. What’s your secret?
I don’t have a secret. I just write like I talk. I think almost
anyone can do it, but most people aren’t diligent
enough for our trade. You know, I blogged for three or
five or ten years, depending on how you measure it, with
almost no one reading my work. If you show up – the
same way we get good at walking, the same way we get
good at talking – you can get good at it.

Any advice on talking points marketers
can give higher ups – maybe some lines of
reasoning?
Yeah, see, I don’t think that’s why they’re not doing it. I
don’t think we can litigate and argue and debate our way
out of this one. My new book, What to Do When It’s Your
Turn, is all about the fact that what we get paid to do for
a living is to expose ourselves to fear. That’s our job. If
the people we work for aren’t up to that, then maybe we
should go work somewhere else.

“You need editors, not brand
managers, who will push
the envelope to make the
thing go forward.”
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That’s pretty good advice.
You talk a lot about making art. Do you think
brands can make art?

I think that humans in almost any job can make art. What
I mean by art is the human act of doing something that
connects us to someone else. We see great brands, which are
nothing but human beings doing things under the same name,
do something that feels like art all the time. It doesn’t have to
be a luxury good, it doesn’t have to be a physical good. If it’s
something that makes us sit up and notice it because we care,
it probably qualifies as some form of art.
That’s really interesting, the idea that the sponsorship of a
brand doesn’t tarnish the work you do. That’s often how it’s
presented in the media.
The word “brand” is problematic. Is Bob Dylan a brand? Bob
Dylan has been a multi-billion-dollar company over the course
of the last 40 or 50 years. Is Apple under Tim Cook a brand,
or is it the work of a half a dozen leaders who are pushing
themselves to do something that they’re proud of?
Where do you draw the line? If you’re talking about big,
impersonal, insensitive, historically large packaged goods
companies, yeah, it’s going to be really hard for them to
dig their way out of their reputation. But I don’t think it’s
impossible.

There’s sort of a parallel

How do you think that the connection
economy will evolve in the next five years?
You know, part of the challenge of this search for the next big
thing is it takes our eyes off of this big thing. I think that we
will see changes that stun us and surprise us, and I’m not sure
it matters. I think that we probably don’t want to wait for next
thing, because the thing we’ve got right now is that important.

What’s the big thing right now?
Well, for the first time in the history of humanity, any human
being with a hundred bucks has the ability to reach any other
one of the several billion people that are online. We can
connect to people who are outside of our geographic region
and we have the chance to do great work, and to do it in a
way that makes an impact. I think that’s astonishing, and I
couldn’t imagine a more positive and bigger change to our
culture than the one we’re in right now.

Final question, and it’s a question
I ask a lot: Who’s your favorite wizard?

Wow. I’ll confess that no one has ever asked me that. I think
there are so many reasons why The Wizard of Oz is my favorite
wizard, even though you might get that answer a lot. I can talk
about it for hours.

I’d love to hear your opinion on it.
Well, the most important thing about that movie, is that it’s
one of the only movies ever made in which the hero – the
person who makes almost every decision, the person who
propels the action forward, and the person who demonstrates
the most bravery – is a young woman. It’s astonishing to me
that it’s so rare for that to happen. It was 1939 and we’re still
talking about how, 75 years ago, putting a woman in that
situation was important.
The second thing I would say is that if you read the annotated
Martin Gardner edition of the book, you learn an enormous
amount of gossip, the background of the wizard himself, and
what he stood for and what he didn’t stand for. I think his
redemption at the end of the movie is extraordinary. It’s very,
very rare that we find human beings who are willing to speak
up and say, “You know, I was wrong. But I’m going to do the
right thing now.”

there with the debate over the ethics and merits
of native advertising. How do you feel about
sponsored content?
There are two kinds of native content: There’s content I want
to read and content I don’t. If you’re putting content I don’t
[want to read] in front of me, it doesn’t really matter how much
you got paid for it – I’m probably not happy.

This interview has been edited and condensed.
A tech and marketing journalist, Joe Lazauskas is Editor in Chief @ Contently. He’s also a David Sedaris wannabe. Find him on Twitter: @joelazauskas or email lazer@contently.com.
This article originally appeared in The Content Strategist, an online magazine published by Contently, a tech startup that helps brands build high-value audiences through world-class
software and storytelling talent.
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pause.
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Experience
Innovation ...

... Dion Chang talks
about UX and
the future of
brands and
branding.

The power relationship
between people and brands
has forever changed because
of social networks. This has
created the move by brands
to afford consumers greater
visibility. The next phase of
this power shift is experience,
and if last year was the year of
the consumer then this year,
and the next, will be all about
experience.
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Ruth Suehle

Maria Boehling

Do you want a
customer for life?
One who will
be loyal to your
brand? Then
make them feel
good.

We are moving to an era where
design and human experience are
inseparable.

There’s good science to back this up. Research
from global consulting company, McKinsey
shows: “70% of the buying experiences are
based on how the customer feels they are being
treated.”
“Research shows that happy, satisfied customers
are good for your bottom line, which is partly
why user experience, or UX, has become such
a big deal for brands,” says Dion Chang, the
innovator and trend analyst who founded
Flux Trends. “Positively affecting UX is a
revenue generator, and creates real loyalty and
understanding between brands and people.”
Chang explains that user experience (UX) has
been a big deal in technology for a while now
because it is so critical to constructing interfaces
between people and the technology they
use. “You won’t or shouldn’t notice good UX,
and that is the whole point of elegant design.
But you’ll definitely notice bad UX.” Chang
explains how hundreds of decisions can go into
simplifying the user interface of, for instance, a
smartphone, so that the experience of using it
is intuitive.

Libby Levi

“Technology has grown up with UX because
navigating how you interact with a tech product
or service is critical to the brand - it is the brand.
But real world brands are quickly catching
up to the truism that experience is a massive
differentiator, particularly in sectors where
there’s a lot of parity,” Chang explains.
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“In the future we’ll have intelligent airports
where your mobile will inform you where your
parking space is, and whether your flight’s on
time. You’ll hold up your phone and be guided
through the airport for a seamless experience
which will make travel more intuitive and
enjoyable,” says Chang.

The Customers 2020 report by intelligence firm
Walker Media declares that by 2020 customer
experience will surpass price and product
as a key brand differentiator. “UX sits at the
epicentre of the future of branding, which
means that customer intimacy and research is
going to be what sets brands apart. Tomorrow’s
winners will be those brands that listen and
integrate learnings to become better at
customer service all the time,” Chang explains.
“And by listening I don’t mean merely hearing,
but understanding what your customers want,
and then giving it to them.”

Caroline Madigan

“UX will be the career of the future because
we’re moving to a world of transhumanism,
which is the merging of human and machine.
This is going to drive the importance of design
thinking. Look at the advances in wearable
technology for instance, or the internet of things,
we are moving to an era where design and
human experience are inseparable,” he says.

The paradox is that the world of metadata
brings much more personalisation, greater
service and insights that create more peopleoriented brands, but this era of being constantly
‘tracked’ to deliver the holy grail of marketing
can be unnerving for people who are protective
about their privacy.

By 2020 customer
experience will surpass price
and product as a key brand
differentiator.

“There will need to be a compromise of sorts
and people who are freaked out about privacy
issues may choose to opt out. But we are
increasingly living in a hyper-connected world
where opting out could affect the level of
service that consumers get,” Chang says.

Caroline Madigan

Colleen Simon

A recent study by ZenDesk.com revealed the
relationship between customer experience and
the brand. In the survey, people identified good
service as the number one factor for impacting
on a brand. 66% of people said they’d stop
buying a brand after a bad experience. Data
from CEI Survey shows that 86% of customers
were willing to pay more for better service.

Libby Levi

The Flux Trends founder says the reason why UX
is so important is because branding is moving
into territory where products are secondary.
“The rise and rise of social networking has
made products secondary to service. People
are busy and information-saturated, so part of
the drive for better service will include how you
communicate and speak to people. Empathy
and listening are in, interruption and pushing
products down people’s throats are obviously
out,” says Chang who self-describes as a
creative with his feet firmly planted on African
soil, but global facing.

Dion Chang is a visionary whose trends
analysis firm – Flux Trends – specialises
in tracking shifting social dynamics and
understanding consumer mind-set.
The focus is translating global trends
to ensure relevance for South African
business. Follow Dion Chang on Twitter:
@dionchang
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By Dave Duarte

How To Create The Future By Design
The question is
how do we use
our intelligence
to create a
better future?
As an educator what I am interested
in about the future is that it is fairly
unpredictable in most ways.
We are at a time of accelerating
change. You only need to look back
five years to realise how much has
changed in our everyday lives as a
result of the technologies that we
have. But not just in technology – but
also in terms of our environment, in
the possibilities around us, in the
economy – things appear to be more
volatile.

Educators are interested in this question around
the world because obviously our system needs
to adapt. We need to prepare people for an
uncertain future. Increasingly you realise that the
skills we are equipped with aren’t as adaptable.
You might find that what you were trained in
doesn’t exist as a job anymore.
This is not the first time that this has happened
throughout history. Very important swathes of
economy have been rendered obsolete as a
result of new driving forces. So we really have
to be the ‘learn by doing generation’, if we are
going to keep up with change. We have to learn
as we go and to make up the future as we get
there.
If we project forward five years - while there is
so much that is unpredictable - there are at the
same time things that we can predictably do to
ensure that we are in good shape when we get
there. Those are fundamental practices in our
lives, and in our businesses.

My belief is that if we start at a microcosmic
level with ourselves and our own habits and
practices, and then taking it a step further,
ensure that - one project at time - we apply the
principles and practices for each project that we
get into, that we are going to be future fit.
Let me give you an example. Say for example
I want to make my company more effective
at digital marketing. What I have got to work
with is a large blobby thing called culture and
company processes, and if change too much
too quickly, we could make mistakes that could
be devastating to my outcome as I am trying to
prepare myself for this future.
If we break it down and say: “Instead of
changing all of my marketing, what if I make
the projects that I am working an experiment in
being more marketing savvy?” The project is the
unit of change in the organisation. Even further
down the unit of change in a project is the
people and technologies that they use.

So, if you invest in training your people, or
in yourself, and then you apply that new
intelligence into the next project that you have,
you will generate useful data – what works
and what doesn’t work. And if you do that one
project at a time what you will find, is that you
will be able to be future fit –you will be a much
more agile organisation.
I think that this fundamentally is what it is all
about. I think that we create the future one
project at a time, and we are more effective in
the project context, to the extent that we invest
in people. If you grow your people and you
make them more future fit, you will by design be
making your company more future fit.

Dave Duarte is a leading digital marketer
turned educator. His passion for learning saw
him develop the first social media and mobile
marketing courses for the University of Cape
Town’s Graduate School of Business. He
then founded the Ogilvy Digital Marketing
Academy. Dave continues to teach and
attend conferences globally. Find him at
treeshake.com
Follow him on Twitter: @DaveDuarte
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Bjarke Ingels,
The Power of Architecture
By Jon Pienaar

How does contemporary life
constantly evolve and change?
It is through this understanding
that Bjarke Ingels and the BIG
group are reinventing urban
futures with a process they call
‘programmatic alchemy’. In short
this means mixing conventional
ingredients such as living, leisure,
working, parking and shopping,
hitting the fertile overlap between
pragmatic and utopian. By
embracing both the pragmatic
and the (im)possible, BIG is
finding the freedom to change
the surface of the planet to better
fit contemporary life forms.
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“So in a way, architecture at its best is the
power to make the world a little bit more like
our dreams.”
Danes love skiing. But here’s the problem Denmark is a pretty flat country. To be able
to ski Danes have to take a four-hour flight
to Sweden’s Isaberg get to a decent slope.
The Nordic country’s geographic challenge is
a problem to many, but was an inspirational
opportunity for Bjarke Ingels, the globally
acclaimed architect.

Power stations work on economies of scale, so
they have to be big. As a result they are huge,
ugly edifices with smokestacks. In Denmark,
many power stations are fuelled by garbage so
when Ingels’ architectural company, BIG (Bjarke
Ingels Group), was asked to bid on creating a
new facade for one, he came up with a novel
solution.

Three generations of the LEGO family, Lego Group CEO Jørgen Vig Knudstorp, Billund City
Mayor Ib Kristensen and Bjarke Ingels kick off construction of Lego House, a a 12 000 m2
construction that will (re)invent the future of play when it opens in 2016.

Ingels had a flash of inspiration while visiting
the power site and observing some people
waterskiing nearby. Instead of trying to hide
the power station behind a facade, why not
turn this huge building into a ski slope? This
wouldn’t be about hiding something ugly, but
creating something that would provide a talking
point and a valued feature on the Copenhagen
skyline?
BIG’s winning, innovative design creates a
ski slope all the way round the power station
to the ground. In winter the natural snow is
supplemented with artificial snow. There is a
lift all the way to the top, and there are three
levels of ski run difficulty, from expert to easy.
Uneven ‘terrain’ is built in, with half-pipes and
rocks. One side of the building boasts what BIG
describes as “the tallest climbing wall in the
country.”
There are also walking trails and places for
picnics, with grass and pine trees. The plant is
designed to be the cleanest waste-to-energy
power plant in the world: the smokestack only
emits steam and carbon dioxide. So Ingels has
added a whimsical touch: the smokestack will
be modified to blow smoke-rings.
“I think maybe this smoke-ring is a good symbol
of what architecture is all about,” Ingels told an
audience at the WIRED by Design event late
last year. “It has this element of world-changing,
that you take something that is a wild idea,
like pure fiction, and then you suddenly turn
it into hard fact. When we came with this idea
everybody thought ‘that’s insane’, but in 2017,
that’s just how it is,” enthuses Ingels, adding:
“So in a way, architecture at its best is the power
to make the world a little bit more like our
dreams.”

Last year BIG and Givskud Zoo unveiled redesign and expansion plans for the zoological gardens which have been a part
of central Jutland, in Denmark, since 1969. The new plans include a bike-safari through the entire 120 HA park.

Watch Ingels’s presentation at
WIRED by Design.
Follow Bjarke Ingels on Twitter: @BjarkeIngels
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Landor’s 2015

trends forecast
Edited by Trevor Wade

What will the
best brands
of the future
look like?

Landor’s experts from around
the world analyzed innovations,
changes, consumer behaviors,
and attitudes from a multitude
of industries and global locales,
and emerged with unexpected
insights for 2015. Noteworthy
and established trends are
picking up steam and changing
the branding game – from the
rise of megacities to back-tobasics naming to personalized
everything. Brands that are laser
clear on what they stand for –
and that never stand still – will
lead the way.

Here’s what
you need to
know.
T he F u t u re B y D esig n
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Welcome to the age of megacities and megadevelopments. Urban growth is exploding
at the seams – growing faster, bigger, wider,
and taller than ever before. As a result, there’s
a rising demand for more distinctive urban
environments with a stronger sense of place.
Melbourne and Vancouver are just a few of
the cities that have bolstered their identities in
recent years, drawing millions of tourists and
fostering a sense of community. On a smaller
scale, Barcelona’s infamous inner district, El
Raval, is changing negative perceptions and
encouraging local pride with a fresh campaign
and identity centered around ravalejar, a new
Spanish verb celebrating the neighborhood’s
edgy charm. Looking ahead, branding will play
an even greater role in helping to humanize
mega developments, alter viewpoints, and bring
communities together.

With more noise in the digital marketplace
and less time than ever to capture consumers’
attention, brands will continue to streamline
the path to sales. That includes a shift back to
basic, clear, relevant naming solutions. More
monikers will have universal, easy-to-grasp
concepts that consumers can instantly connect
to (think Uber and Square) and that brands
can fully own in meaning and URL. Apple, who
finally dropped its iconic “i” naming convention,
and Google have already transitioned to this
elementary naming approach, placing greatest
importance on their recognizable master brands
by positioning them first, followed by simple
product descriptors: Apple Watch, Apple TV,
Apple Pay; Google Glass, Google Wallet,
Google Play.

The Zhujiang New Town in the central business
district of Guangzhou, the largest city and capital
of Guangdong province in South China.

Photo by Dimitry B.

Naming goes super simple

Photo by by Jo Sau

Landor’s 2015 trends forecast

Megacities spur consumer desire
for a stronger sense of belonging

Night crowds in Xi’an, recently named one of
the 13 emerging megacities, or megalopolises,
in China.

Ravalear (Ravalejar in
Catalan) is a verb and
a new name that’s
being used to create a
brand personality for
the inner city district
of Raval. It connotes a
way of life, of feeling,
of doing things.
Photograph by Macle.

With more noise in the
digital marketplace
and less time than ever
to capture consumers’
attention, brands will
continue to streamline
the path to sales.
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B2B trumps B2C in social media

A few years ago brand
purpose was all about
social responsibility,
doing good, and building
best practices around
diversity, environment,
and ethical issues.
Social responsibility
becomes old school
A few years ago brand purpose was all about
social responsibility, doing good, and building
best practices around diversity, environment,
and ethical issues. Today, those factors are
non-negotiable for any successful brand, and
consumers expect nothing less. In 2015, this
conversation will expand to focus on value and
quality with people seeking to work for and
buy from companies that provide meaningful,
authentic products and services. Whether
it’s making all-natural cleaning products and
employing and educating at-risk teens, like
Manila’s Messy Bessy cleaners, or detailing the
step-by-step, rigorous process of how quality
tees are perfected in apparel brand Everlane’s
U.S. factories, a standard of excellence beyond
profitability will be the new norm.

T he F u t u re B y D esig n
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The B2B world
is fast realizing
the usefulness
of social media

Move over millennials and consumer brands
– the B2B world is fast realizing the usefulness
of social media. After all, business is and
always has been about building relationships.
And what better way to make connections,
discover potential clients, share white papers,
and engage with communities, stakeholders,
and NGOs than on LinkedIn, Twitter, and other
dynamic platforms? These tools will become
increasingly powerful, go-to resources for the
future of B2B. Leaping on this trend, global
shipping container company Maersk has
become a surprising Twitter darling, sharing
news, inspiration, and stunning ship-in-action
photos with its 112,000-plus followers, resulting
in greater brand awareness and reputation.
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Getting people to love your brand is
increasingly less about product benefits and
more about creating unique, meaningful
experiences at every possible touchpoint. In
other words, those that bring mobile, online,
and in-store experiences together will be miles
ahead in building community and loyalty. Tesla’s
Hong Kong Design Studio was built for
hands-on adventure—not just the take-it-home
kind. While you won’t be able to drive off with
your very own, you can do just about everything
else to get the full-throttle experience—from
3-D car customization on touchscreens to
sampling real materials to taking the sleek
wheels for a spin.

Photograph courtesy Tesla

Getting people to
love your brand
is increasingly
less about
product benefits
and more about
creating unique,
meaningful
experiences at
every possible
touchpoint.

Brands speak more like real people

Photo by Ted Eytan.

Good-bye mass distribution, hello niche
markets. Thanks to advances in capturing
consumer data and breakthrough manufacturing
techniques that make smaller production runs
more economical, businesses will be on the fasttrack to create specialized offers and sub-brands
to meet consumers’ desire for personalized
products. Honing social media listening,
figuring out how to best leverage big data, and
responding ASAP to changing customer wants
will be key to competing with nimble businesses
already on this rapid specialization trend.
Holiday Inn, which was founded on consistency,
is starting to shift its brand strategy toward more
customized experiences that meet individual
needs – from business travelers and families to
young couples and adventurous singles. CocaCola proved it was a master of personalization
with the Share a Coke campaign in the United
States, for which it printed bottles featuring
250 popular names, letting consumers search
for their name on-shelf. Coca-Cola Israel took
the trend a step further, printing 2 million labels
individually designed by consumers.

Photograph by Iwan Gabovitch.

Personalized marketing
is bigger than ever

Landor’s 2015 trends forecast

Experiential marketing wins
greatest consumer loyalty

In today’s world, you can’t sell without a
story—and it had better be authentic. Taking
communications to the next decibel, brands will
be pumping up their personality to engage with
consumers on more human terms. We’re talking
plain, straightforward, hey-I’m-a-person-justlike-you honesty in communications. The oral
care line Hello Products has rocked the hygiene
market by making toothpaste and mouthwash
sound utterly friendly and inviting. Zipcar has
zoomed past the rental car competition with an
approachable voice that speaks like your best
bud. With technology exploding ever more
opportunities to touch consumers, we’ll see
even the smallest messages—from automatic
alerts to texts and Tweets—infused with more
emotion.
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The Chinese consumer comes of age

Hung Hom MTR Station, Hong Kong.
Photograpoh by See-ming Lee

In 2015, marketers in China will have to take a cue from academics and
economists and familiarize themselves with rebalancing.

The concept of rebalancing, long bandied about
in the ivory tower, is coming to the streets. But
what is it? The idea is simple – as labor costs
increase, profit margins shrink and a reliance
on exports and foreign capital investment for
economic growth becomes untenable. To avoid
stagnation, domestic household spending must
begin to take on some of the burden.
Making rebalancing a reality is more difficult.
Household consumption as a percentage of
GDP is around 37 percent, far lower than the
55 percent seen in most developed nations.
However, in 2013, the Xi Jinping administration
laid out an ambitious plan to boost
consumption, including greater access to credit,
property rights reforms, and the development of
shopping holidays and destinations.
Marketers need to be aware of three major
trends to take advantage of this shift towards
consumer consumption. First, new policies are
emphasizing growth in western Tier 3 cities,
so these traditionally underserved areas must

not be ignored. Second, access to personal
credit will increase demand for affordable,
everyday luxuries. Finally, a key feature of new
policy is encouraging interest in culture and
entertainment. This has increased the Chinese
consumer’s interest in novelty and variety in
the goods they buy – creating an incredible
opportunity for consumer brands.

Increased Chinese
consumer’s interest in
novelty and variety in
the goods they buy –
creating an incredible
opportunity for
consumer brands.

Old Man + Phone, Jilin Beishan Park, Dongbei, China.
Photograpoh by See-ming Lee
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Spotlight on china:
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Finance enters the mobile age
Move over plastic. Step aside wallets. Mobile payment has finally gone
mainstream thanks to the launch of Apple Pay. But what does this
mean for the future of financial brands?

Photograpoh Gates Foundation

In 2015, we’ll see
the rapid outcrop of
innovative new apps
and sites that help
consumers manage
their financial lives
remotely.

Photograpoh by Rod Waddington

Mobile payment is just the cusp of on-the-go
financial solutions. In 2015, we’ll see the rapid
outcrop of innovative new apps and sites that
help consumers manage their financial lives
remotely, like financial aggregator Mint.com and
DIY wealth management planner Betterment.
com. To keep up with these new players, earn
consumer confidence, and deliver the seamless
experience connected users expect, brands
will need to build a stellar collection of trusted
financial partnerships, retool their engines
with rock-solid data security, and revamp user
experiences for intuitive, real-time transactions.

Photograpoh by Mike Mozart

As consumers begin phone swiping purchases
and leaving their logo-stamped bank and
payment cards behind, transactional providers
will become less visible in the process. As a
result, financial institutions will have to continue
to work hard to sustain customer relationships
and remain indispensable to consumers.

Photograpoh Soctech
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Spotlight on finance:
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Spotlight on beauty:

Consumers declare their
own definitions of beauty
What’s in vogue for 2015? Consumers continue leading the charge for
self-expression and individuality, with real and imagineered beauty
trends manifesting on opposite ends of the transformation spectrum.
The beauty brands that face up and authentically join the conversation
will experience the greatest success.
Dove’s 2004 Campaign for Real Beauty spurred
a revolution of body acceptance, and this
desire for untouched, natural beauty remains
top brow for consumers. Polished perfection
is out. Confidence, reality, and individuality
are in. It’s not about transformation, but being
the best version of you. Joining the band of
companies who ditched Photoshop and sizezero models, lingerie brand Aerie launched The
Real You Is Sexy campaign; while skin-care line
Dermablend created the Camo Confession, a
series of compelling ads where women take
off their makeup to reveal their true selves. In
the coming year, we’ll see even more products,
campaigns, and social media discussions on
acceptance, health, and dissent against a
manufactured ideal.

Countering the real beauty trend is the desire to
push transformation to new frontiers. It’s about
no-limits beauty and the mindset that given
the right tools, technology, and tutorials (like
YouTube star Michelle Phan’s radical makeup
how-tos), you can become whoever you want to
be. We’ll see more brands taking advantage of
new technologies and bringing self-expression
to radical heights like Laser Girls’ outrageously
wild 3-D nail art and Mink’s 3-D revolutionary
printer that lets consumers print their own
custom makeup.

T he F u t u re B y D esig n
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Spotlight on packaging:

Packaging shapes
up for millennials
As millennials drive the market with a strong-as-ever desire for local,
artisanal, and personalized goods – and the meaning and values
behind them – trends in packaging are evolving and innovating to
meet their needs.
For consumers today, quality has become
synonymous with handmade. As a result, midand higher-tier mass-market goods are shifting
their design focus away from sleek visuals and
delicate typography toward a pre-digital era
vibe. Expect to see shelves flooded with handlettered type, natural materials, letterpress,
stamping, and other techniques that emulate
the made-by-hand look. Shaking up the wine
category, Pernod Ricard’s bold new Dead Bolt
brand features a tattoo-inspired logotype that
helped the label double its sales target within
the first year.

Consumers want
the full behind-thescenes narrative
to make informed
decisions and buy
value-resonating
products.

Label reading, facts-up-front, brand origin
stories. In the new world of branding, there’s
no such thing as TMI. Consumers want the full
behind-the-scenes narrative to make informed
decisions and buy value-resonating products.
To meet this demand, brands are transforming
their packaging to make it quick, clear, and easy
for consumers to learn all they can about their
products. Stone Creek Coffee’s popular Lab
Series goes so far as to include the elevation,
harvest date, and name of the farmer who grew
the beans.
Faster, cheaper, custom production innovations
are creating exciting opportunities to connect
with consumers, stand out in the store, and
bring limited-edition products to shelves in
a jiffy. From crowdsourced flavors that support
social media campaigns to memorable 3-D
modeling structures that challenge industry
norms, versatile packaging is the wave of
the future. For example, with its distinctive
pirate-shaped and weathered glass jug,
Captain Morgan 1671 special-edition
blend exceeded all sales expectations.

Contributors: Jorge Aguilar, Mich Bergesen, Henry Chan, Nick Foley, Hannah Foltz, Matt Kissane,
Michael Kleinert, Peter Knapp, Anna Kohl, Stephen Lampert, Peter Mack, Nicholas Maglione,
Elizabeth Malm, Zack Mueller, Susan Nelson, Thomas Ordahl, Stephanie Orma, Lulu Raghavan,
Tom Sepanski, and Luc Speisser.
Landor is a global leader in brand consulting and design, and helps clients create agile brands
that thrive in today’s dynamic marketplace. Landor is part of WPP, one of the largest global
communications services companies.

Find Landor online at Landor.com.
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Photograph by David Rosen

A juice store situated in one of the
northmost parts of Africa - the Atlas
Mountains in Morocco.

Street vendors in townships across Africa sell
mobile airtime and products.

Photograph by David Rosen

Cash Is
Still King,
but It’s
About to Be
Dethroned
By Thea Anderson

At the
Financial Inclusion 2020 Forum in London,
I sat with global leaders, bankers and other financial inclusion
practitioners as MasterCard’s CEO Ajay Banga reminded us why
“cash is the enemy of the poor.” Unfortunately cash still reigns
supreme in many parts of the world, but thanks to advances in
mobile technology, its throne may soon be up for grabs.

T he F u t u re B y D esig n
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Photograph by David Rosen

https://www.flickr.com/photos/davidrosenphotography

My organization, Mercy Corps, works in over 40 countries, home to a majority
of the world’s poorest people and among the world’s most fragile states.
Development organizations like Mercy Corps connect people to the global
economy and help governments and the private sector clear barriers
to reaching these “last mile” customers.

Photograph by Stefan Krasowski

cash for their economic needs – buying food, paying bills or
sending money. Digital transactions would not only reduce the
costs of these exchanges, but also unlock a world of financial
products and services.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/rapidtravelchai

More than 2.5 billion people still rely on physical

While many challenges stand in the way,
there are two we can start to fix right away:
Anonymity

Infrastructure

Not having a unique identification card
keeps people from accessing financial
services, and the majority of people
who lack IDs are poor. There are new
efforts to remedy this problem. For
example, Nigeria’s National Identity
Management Commission, in partnership
with MasterCard, plans to issue National
Electronic ID cards to Nigerians ages
16 years old and older, approximately
120 million people (70 percent of the
population). As part of this program,
they will also have access to electronic
payments and savings.

Countries with the highest poverty rates
and highest dependence on cash tend to
have the weakest infrastructure, making it
hard to connect people to digital financial
services. In a recent study funded by
MasterCard, Mercy Corps evaluated
the costs of providing electronic cash
transfers to people fleeing conflict in
the Democratic Republic of Congo. The
study, Cheaper, Better, Faster, found
that cash was still far less expensive and
easier to administer than mobile money
in certain environments, mainly because
of limited wireless infrastructure and
nascent mobile-money networks. It’s a
good reminder that digital services can’t
expand faster than the infrastructure they
run on.

Thea Anderson is a strategic designer
of innovative financial inclusion business
models with lasting impact across four
continents among some of the world’s most
marginalized populations and most fragile
states. She has over 15 years’ experience
designing and implementing market-driven
initiatives for financial inclusion and marketled economic development interventions.
She has been in over 50 countries and lived
in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Lebanon.
As Mercy Corps Senior Advisor for Financial
Inclusion, she leads Mercy Corps’s portfolio
of financial inclusion initiatives in over
30 countries.

The township barber - a common sight
in SA towns and cities.
A large supermarket in South Africa.

I believe that the next few years will
bring a major shift as more people join
the global digital economy. When that
happens, King Cash had better look out.
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The
Future
Brand
By Oresti Patricios

When it comes to trends,
analysts and futurists are
expected to have prescience as if seeing into the future was
a by-product of past experience.
But no matter how skilled and
wise the expert, and no matter
how deep the data, the future
does not unfold in a linear
progression. It’s essentially
chaotic, because unforeseeable
factors or events can affect
the way society changes, and
by implication, the way that
marketers must interact with
customers.
For instance few would have foreseen the
uprising in Fergusson and the ripple effect this
would have on the United States. How can one
anticipate the actions of a Boko Haram? Who
was to know that Ebola would become the
biggest newsmaker of 2014 and would cost the
African economy billions?
Politics aside, there are ‘looking glasses’ futurists
can peer into to discern group sentiment.
Twitter and Google Trends are an excellent
barometer of aggregated sentiment or social
curiosity. Beyond that there’s game theory,
Social Physics, mathematics, neuroscience and
the hard-core tools of future casting.

Without the help of those tools
here are my thoughts on the
future.

T he F u t u re B y D esig n
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The Brand Future is The Crowd

The Future Is UX [User Experience]

Information is becoming more open and this has
a direct impact on both quality of service, and
ethical practices. Services like Yelp and Google
reviews give potential customers access to the
opinion (if not the wisdom) of the crowd.

For the first time in history, people are taking
control of their purchasing power. The internet
has enabled consumers to be better informed
and more demanding. Marketers who believe
that their job is to persuade will lose out.
Those who truly seek to serve the needs of the
customer will win.

Locally, Hellopeter.com was recently acquired by
a consortium that includes Founder Collective,
which was started by David Frankel [remember
he of Internet Solutions?]. Uber and Buzzfeed
are amongst Founder Collective’s seed stage
portfolio companies. Expect a site overhaul of
Hellopeter.com with loads more added features.
It will be interesting to see if the the site flexes
its muscle to become a Yelp for Africa and
beyond, as opposed to just a ‘complaints’ site,
its current iteration.

The Future Brand is Collaboration
Companies with complementary products can
expand market share by finding ways to work
together. An example of this was Taco Bell, the
US fast food giant, teaming up with Doritos to
create the Taco Bell Doritos Locos Taco. It sold
100 million units in its first 10 weeks.
Apple and Nike created the Nike+, which has
become the world’s biggest running club. And
it’s not about co-branding, it’s about co-making
– creating a synergistic product that expands
the customer-base for both brands.

An additional star
on Yelp raises
revenues by 5%.

The Future is Ethical
‘Do good, for goodness’ sake’ is no longer an
option – it’s imperative. Building best practices
around diversity, environment and other ethical
issues will become more entrenched in policy
and communication, as customers begin to flex
their purchasing muscle, demanding ‘planet
friendly’ and ‘human friendly’ products and
practices. Simply labelling a product ‘organic’
because your producer complies with the
minimum standards, will no longer cut it –
customers want to know details about what they
are buying.
“You cannot get away with bullshit anymore,”
says Thomas Ordahl, chief strategy officer of
US branding and design firm Landor, adding:
“Which is interesting for brand people. The
cynical view of branding is, we’re in the bullshit
business. But the branding business now—we’re
in the truth business.”

Too Much Information
The approach progressive marketers are
taking, is to take the idea of TMI (Too Much
Information) and turn it on its head. There are
two aspects to this: safety and health on the one
hand, and the customer’s search for authenticity
on the other. Ordahl says that people want
to know where their product came from, who
produced it, in which country – what is the ‘back
story’? “It’s a romancing of the product,” says
Ordahl.

There’s
game theory, Social
Physics, mathematics,
neuroscience and
the hard-core tools of
future casting.

The future belongs to
those who prepare for
it today.

Which brands will own tomorrow? Well, as
Malcolm X once said “The future belongs to
those who prepare for it today.”

T he F u t u re B y D esig n
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Images: The Future Is Here, a series of images created by of Alisa Perne (Alisa26) on Flickr, using
online virtual world Second Life. https://www.flickr.com/photos/alisapernesl/

In the US, a study by Harvard Professor Michael
Luca found that an additional star on Yelp raises
revenues by 5%. This was a seven-year study
in Seattle, that used data from before and after
the introduction of Yelp. What marketers need
to take from the study is how connected crowds
will impact on brand fortunes in coming years.

relationship between clients and their agencies
is also going to get a lot more sophisticated.

Veli
Ngubane
on

The
Agency
Of The
Future

On the agency side there will be a lot more
specialist skills but they won’t work if they
are in siloes. Functional agencies that do the
breakthrough work that really serves clients will
have integrated technology skills internally.
In the past agency teams would consist of a
copywriter and a creative person. The new
team will consist of mobile and technology
specialists who ‘get’ branding, and who can
create a unified offering. You will also see a
plug-and play-of specialist skills where required,
so for instance a team might also have an app
developer present.

The agency of the future
will be fully integrated.

How the very idea of a campaign is conceived
will change, so an idea won’t be born first and
then adapted to mobile, for instance. Mobile
won’t be a bolt-on or an add-on – it will be core
to the idea. It will be part of the creative, or
what’s typically in the past been called the big
idea.

The past was characterised by specialist
agencies and more traditional, above-the-line
shops, and the debate that predominated was
whether or not digital worked. But the reality is
that the agency of the future will have digital at
its core.

Copy will be completely mobile friendly – so
people will write, understanding the mediums
that they are writing for. Instead of doing a
campaign and then trying to slice and dice
it or mash it for a new medium after the fact,
campaigns will be born as mobile campaigns.

Any agency that wants to be taken seriously
and which operates on this continent must have
mobile at its core because cellular phones are
so pervasive, and so integral to life in Africa.
When digital is everything, it becomes more
critical to work with an agency that is structured
for the client and not the agency itself.

Going forward, brand owners will need to
look for agencies that have technology at
their core. In courting agencies, brands must
understand agencies about their relationship
with technology, and the value that they place
on technology. Ask the agency you’re courting
what technology they are investing in, and
about the technology layers that are used in
campaigns.

On the client side, there’s going to be a big
change in the requirement for client skills and
the role of brand managers. The brand manager
of the future will be someone who knows about
technology and brands, and the portfolio will be
a merger of the CIO [chief information officer]
and CMO [chief marketing officer]. Let’s face it,
in the future, marketing will become even more
technology dependent, so the client side will
have to reflect this.
I predict that all social will go internal and will
be handled by people who understand the
context of the relationship between the brand
and the person, and the brand and content. The

I would interrogate past campaigns to see
the technology layers and how they work in a
campaign and with a brand, to ascertain if that
agency understands technology — to see if
technology is central to what the agency does.
Veli Ngubane
@TheNduna at avataragency.co.za
The Brand Whisperer. I sell ideas.
Founding Partner of AVATAR Agency.
Indaba yami i straight ayi dingi rula. Ngeke
ung’Confirme
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Jimmy Manyi On

The Future Of
Communication
Photo by Andreas Eldh

The future is
social media
Print is for
technophobes.

“Social is taking over. By the time I get to the
newspaper, I flick through it and I am done. This
is because by the time a newspaper has been
printed, everything it has to say has been done
– it has been announced and dissected by social
media.
The future is social media and all other forms
of direct communication. Society is getting sick
and tired of editorial discussions about what
they must hear and about how things must be
looked at. Broader society wants to have its
own say on the matter. Going forward, direct
communication will be the norm.
Look. Even the South African Constitutional
Court is on Twitter, and this court is one of the
most conservative arms of government when
it comes to communication. If courts are on
Twitter, than the writing is truly on the wall. This
tells us that social media is the true mainstay.
Print is for technophobes. In the future the only
people who will be left reading newspapers will
be technophobes.
The future is here and it is direct.”

Mzwanele ‘Jimmy’ Manyi is the President of
Progressive Professionals Forum. Follow him on
Twitter: @KrilaGP
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rest.
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Goldstuck

How should people who manage
brands think about technology?
They need to be aware of the fact that the
majority of consumers today have some kind
of device in their
hand that they use
to communicate
with the world,
but that doesn’t
necessarily mean
that they want the
world to connect
with them. Once
you accept this as
a basis you build
it up from there.
So when you want
to communicate
with people,
their mobile
device is the best
vehicle to do that
in terms of reaching a person on a personal
level – but not necessarily in terms of making
a sales pitch to that person. In other words,
people resent receiving spam, so when they
get communicated with via their cellphone or
tablet—or computer for that matter—it needs to
be done in a way that’s meaningful for them, but
that’s also acceptable.

Arthur Goldstuck has been
tracking internet technology since year zero.
He was probably the first person in South Africa
to send an e-mail. And the first to get spam.
We asked Goldstuck to look at current trends
and advise marketers about how best to use
modern channels of communication, from
email to cellphones.

James Vaughan “Living on Mars”

On The Future
Of Technology

I probably unsubscribe from 3 to 6 solicitations
a day, where I’ve been put on a mailing list.
There’s no point in emailing a harsh letter
saying, ‘Take me off this immediately!’ –
nothing’s going to happen, because it’s all
automated. But there are two things one can
do as a consumer. The one is to unsubscribe if
there’s an unsubscribe button at the bottom.
The other is, if you’re using a tool like Gmail for
example, you can report it as spam. And that
ultimately can be damaging for the brand. I
have to unsubscribe from so many unsolicited
mails—and they’re often companies that I
either know about or are legitimate businesses,
they’re not scammers. So it tells me that people
are increasingly using mass marketing mailing
lists that they’ve bought from somewhere.
It’s a very poor approach to technology,
to assume that just because the channel is
available, the channel must be used without
any limitations. So fundamentally, most brands
that are using technology as a marketing vehicle
indiscriminately are damaging their brands.
T he F u t u re B y D esig n
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Yes. The bottom line is exactly that. In the
growing awareness in use of technology
you also have to have a growing awareness
of consumer rights and expectations. So as
you get more and more powerful tools for
communicating with the consumer, you also
have to develop a more and more powerful
sense of responsibility in how you communicate
with the consumer.

proving to be a highly effective channel, but
it’s had high take-up but not high traction yet.
An app is not necessarily the way to go, but if
you can make an app into a household name,
then there’s no reason not to... but that applies
to only a few brands that are in a position to
do that. Probably the ones who have the best
opportunity via apps are the banks and the
telcos, organisations with a very large user base.

When making apps, the watchword
then is value – the greater the value,
the greater the uptake?
Absolutely. You have keep a sense of value and
purpose in the app.

What technologies are most going to
affect the way brands are managed?

How is technology changing the way
people interact with brands?

The fundamental shift that’s happening right
now is the migration from basic phones to
smart phones. We’re seeing, especially the
Android platform, exploding in this country,
but Windows Phone also growing very rapidly,
and we’re going to see new operating systems
like Firefox for example also being increasingly
used at the entry level. All of these are going to
be used by the consumer in a similar way, even
though they have different operating systems.
So most will use, for example, WhatsApp and
FaceBook. Many brands are however going
to build their own apps and get people to
download their apps. But unless the app
itself becomes a kind of household name, like
Whatsapp or Facebook, it’s not going to be a
very effective tool. If you’re a Shoprite Checkers,
then maybe in the future you could use a
Shoprite Checkers app as a shopping vehicle,
but that’s not going to work right now. People
aren’t geared to shopping on their cellphones
yet.

Precisely because people have this tool in their
hands, they’re now able to interact wherever
they are and whenever they wish to. And brands
haven’t quite woken up to this yet. So, for
example, querying a brand via their Facebook
page or their Twitter feed, only a handful of
brands have woken up to just how powerful that
is for the consumer.

The massive uptake that’s happening right now
in smartphones, doesn’t automatically translate
into massive uptake of transactional activity.
That still takes a long time. So marketing, yes,
through the appropriate channels, selling,
no, because people aren’t ready for it. So
the most effective vehicle right now probably
is Facebook in terms of using a technology
platform, because it is so pervasive. And
you can also target people very narrowly on
Facebook. But there are others: WeChat is

It’s a very poor approach to
technology, to assume that just
because the channel is available,
the channel must be used

Which brands do you think are
leading the way? For example, Tesco
‘gets’ Twitter.
As far as Twitter is concerned, the banks really
do lead the way. And it’s almost a cliché, but
FNB and Vodacom have long led the way in
terms of the effective use of Twitter. The other
banks are getting better all the time. Nedbank
and Standard Bank in particular have improved
by leaps and bounds. And then brands like
Nando’s are pretty good, but they’re also very
disjointed, because there are so many different
Nando’s identities.

James Vaughan “11950’s ... Venus Expeditions”

Taking it into the future, is there a
requirement for brand owners to be
much more astute, i.e. much more
aware of technology, and much more
aware of consumer rights and what
consumers want?

The massive uptake that’s happening
right now in smartphones, doesn’t
automatically translate into massive
uptake of transactional activity
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Is FNB the brand that gets technology
the best in South Africa?

It’s resulting in very strong appeal to younger
users those who are tech savvy and those who
want to use digital tools. So the fact that you
can even buy your tablets or notebooks at a
highly preferential rate from FNB, and then
conduct your financial activity through their
digital tool on that same device that you bought
through them, gives you a sense that they are
looking after your digital life. I’m not saying
that other banks should also sell products, but
the point is that they’ve done a great job of
integrating people’s digital lives. They also sell
connectivity, so even your connectivity you can
get through them.

So if you want to reach that moneyed
youth market, you need to be tech
literate?

James Vaughan “1958- mission to Mars”

I’d say they’re a bank that’s premised on
technology and innovation, and it’s part of their
corporate culture... whereas other banks tend to
have to almost bolt it on to their culture.

Showing that
you’re alive to
technology is
also showing that
you’re alive to the
changing nature
of the world in
which young
professionals
operate.

James Vaughan “...plenty of parking”

Very much so. Standard Bank and FNB are both
doing an excellent job in appealing to that
youth market. And technology is just one of the
routes that they take to that. The other is having
products that are geared towards younger users.
It doesn’t matter how much technology you
have, if you have the wrong products, that’s not
going to win you that market. Yes, all the banks
have products aimed at younger users, but they
don’t all necessarily integrate effectively into
their overall strategies. Those two banks tend to
get it right.
To sum up: showing that you’re alive to
technology is also showing that you’re alive to
the changing nature of the world in which young
professionals operate.

Arthur Goldstuck is a South African journalist, media analyst and
commentator on Information and Communications Technology (ICT),
Internet and mobile communications and technologies. Goldstuck
heads the World Wide Worx research organisation. From the
beginning of 2009, both the International Telecommunications Union
(ITU) and Internetworldstats have used World Wide Worx statistics
when providing Internet data for South Africa.
Follow Arthur Goldstuck on Twitter: @Art2Gee
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It’s more than a buzzword
– the Internet of Things (IoT)
is going to change the way
humans interact with their
world in the next few years, and
the effects will be far-reaching.
Most pundits admit that we still
haven’t scratched the surface of
what’s possible, but one thing’s
for sure: it’s going to reach every
aspect of our everyday lives. For
marketers, the question is: how
can I use IoT to my brand’s best
advantage? FUTURE by DESIGN
asked Simon Dingle for some
answers.

thing Connec

- Every
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This is industry jargon for the web of
interconnected devices that are increasingly
coming online. The idea is that everything in
the world around us can be connected to the
internet for automation and other tasks. Your
car booking itself in for a service or your fridge
telling you when the milk is off are two popular
examples. Self-driving cars and autonomous
drones are the more recent and interesting
trends that fall within this domain.
What do brands need to know
about ‘The Internet of Things’?
That it’s happening a lot slower than some
analysts and vendors would have you believe.
There are very cool things becoming possible
thanks to technologies like Arduino and
Raspberry Pi that make it cheap and relatively
easy to connect anything from pot-plants to
washing machines to the internet, but the
real value for consumers isn’t quite there yet.
Automated home solutions are still quite
expensive and a lack of standards means that
the ‘things’ on the internet don’t always speak
the same language, so to speak. The things are
online, but they need to become a lot smarter.

What is your advice to brand
owners about how technology will
change what they do in the future?
It’s trendy for businesses to describe themselves
as “customer-centric” but in many cases this
is just talk. To be truly customer-centric means
having empathy for the people you serve and
to adopt a new understanding of your business
as an experience, which is profoundly unlike the
mentality businesses had until fairly recently.
When we look at the companies currently
shaking things up - think Uber, Google and
Tesla - it looks like smart technology is the key
to their success, but really it’s a lot more than
that. The technology is the easy bit; designing
experiences that blow people away is where the
magic lives.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/keoni101/7069578953/

What is the ‘Internet of Things’?

Simon Dingle is a designer, writer and podcaster
based in Cape Town. He is currently working
with BitX on their web and mobile products,
hosts (tech)5 on 5FM, co-hosts Take Back the
Day and is an advisor to 22seven.

Wearable technology by Keoni Cabral on Flickr.

As with all disruptive technologies, people
will expect more from the companies they
deal with. The brands at the forefront of these
technologies use contextual computing to
understand exactly who they are dealing with
and don’t think of the market in terms of old
school “segments” anymore. They know exactly
who their customers are, by name. So if a car
is able to book itself in for a service, complete
with the ability to check its owner’s diary for the
best time to do it, the service centres that don’t
accommodate this will soon be out of business,
like traditional taxi companies trying to compete
with Uber.

LG watch

Apple Watch by Design Milk on Flickr

https://www.flickr.com/photos/designmilk/15251210355/

How will the ‘Internet of Things’
change the way people experience
brands?

The LG Walkie-Talkie
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Forwardly Mobile
Innovations on older technology

Africa is a big consumer of mobile phones, and
the market is growing rapidly. It is also maturing
quickly, with more and more smartphones
and tablets coming into the market. In South
Africa for example, there are about 24 million
feature-phones and basic cellphones; and there
are already about 13.2 million smartphones
and 1.8 million tablets. So there is big growth
for innovation and development of iOS and
Android apps, but it doesn’t mean that that’s
where all the innovation is focused now.

In fact, it’s important to innovate for the old tech
as well. For example, we’ve created a workforce
engagement tool for mining companies that is
based on unstructured supplementary service
data (USSD) and SMS functions, because
even the most basic phones would use these
functions. The tool can also utilise mobi and
app functions for newer-generation phones – it’s
a true multichannel approach that ensures that
humans are able connect no matter what they
have in their hand.

A merging of digital and real retail
experiences

The increasing role of user
experience (UX) design

On the opposite end of the scale, we will start
seeing businesses use mobile tech to manage
real-life interaction and experiences. App
activity generates data, and this can be used
by a number of enterprises to manage a user’s
journey. Of course, the real magic happens not
in data collection, because pretty much anyone
can do that, but in the analysis that reveals
who the individual generating it is. So even the
biggest companies in the world can interact
with customers on a personal and intimate level,
like a small business would, because they have
intimate knowledge of who their customer is.

As digital and mobile tech expands the
possibilities for businesses, the role of user
experience design will grow in importance.
Technology itself is quite complicated, but
it is used by all kinds of people, who want it
to be as simple and as helpful as possible. I
think that businesses are increasingly aware
of the importance of intelligent UX design
and are increasingly asking for it from digital
agencies. There is a basic understanding out
there of UX design, but it is usually only within
the constraints of single solutions. For us there
is a focus on building meaningful, integrated
experiences across multiple channels, devices
and touch-points.

We love our mobiles. More and more, these devices—phones, phablets, tablets—are becoming central to
our workaday lives. A survey by World Wide Worx and GeoPoll of sub-Saharan Africa’s five largest economies,
40% of these African consumers access the internet on their mobiles. This follows the world trend, where mobile
is growing incrementally. Internet Retailer Magazine reports some 60% of global mobile consumers use their
mobile device as their primary or exclusive internet source. Future by Design asked DeLoitte Digital Director,
Tim Bishop, for his thoughts on future mobile trends for Africa.

Tim Bishop is a director at Deloitte Digital.
Bishop self identifies as a mobile, tech &
strat geek, fast British car freak. Find him on
Twitter: @TimBishopSA
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By Rob Gilmour

2015 will be the year in which the
internet becomes truly ubiquitous in
South Africa, fibre hits the home front,
and mobile is wired for speed.
Fibre and Connectivity

Mobile Wired for Speed

In excess of R7 billion has been invested in
connectivity in South Africa since 2010, which
has seen fibre being rolled out across the
country at a faster rate than any other country
in Africa. As a result businesses are increasingly
considering the upgrade from ADSL to a fibre
connection.

Mobile internet speeds are increasing and
prices continue to drop, extending the internet’s
reach. More and more smartphones are hitting
the market together with tablets and other
devices, and I predict that soon, very soon, we
will see the death of the feature phone. We
have already seen the $50 (approximately R580)
Android phone do very well in Africa. Now there
are phones entering the market that are capable
of a rich internet experience, for as little as $20
(approximately R235).
With this, comes a change in the types of
mobile phones being used, and an ever
increasing level of access to the internet
and information. Soon we will no longer see
such a massive differentiation between the
lower and higher income markets in terms
of mobile phone capabilities, a fact that has
massive potential in so many sectors including
Education, Transport and Ecommerce.

Rob Gilmour is co-founder and current Managing
Director of RSAWEB, a local Internet Service Provider
specializing in Data Centre Solutions, Cloud Hosting &
Connectivity. Since its inception in 2001, RSAWEB has
grown from a humble start-up to a thriving enterprise
under Rob’s leadership, with a national footprint that spans
over a wide variety of industries. Follow Rob on Twitter: @
robgilmour and RSAWEB on @RSAWEB
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Image courtesy of Jonathan McCabe on Flickr.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jonathanmccabe/

Where fibre is present, most businesses
are already on this kind of connection. The
next step is the consumer. 2015 will be the
watershed year for ‘Fibre to the Home’ (FTTH)
as many suburbs and gated communities get
connected. In two or three years’ time, I predict
that SA will finally be on an equal footing,
in terms of speed and cost, with the most
connected cities in Europe and Asia.

I predict
that SA will finally
be on an equal
footing, in terms of
speed and cost, with
the most connected
cities in Europe
and Asia.

The Future
of
Advertising

By Jarred Cinman, Chairman of the IAB South Africa

A

Images courtesy of rh2ox on Flickr.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/rh2ox/

n article published in Newsweek exactly 20 years ago
made the rounds recently thanks to its brave, but wildly
wrongheaded predictions about the internet. Amongst its many
claims were things like “no online database will replace your
daily newspaper” and “These expensive toys are difficult to use
in classrooms and require extensive teacher training.”
Nowadays, the newspaper is already a living fossil. And
schoolrooms – at least those that can – have transformed into
multimedia centres. So much for predicting the future.

The future of internet advertising is no more clear
now than the future of the internet was in 1995.
However, there are some trends that are important
to track, and failing to do so will leave a brand out
in the wilderness in years to come.

Here are two.

Most radical at the
moment are systems which
dynamically create or modify
the ad itself

Data-driven advertising
Marketing’s most profound shift is from planned
advertising to computed advertising. We
have already seen this revolution’s early forces
marshaled by the likes of Google and Facebook,
and by endless ad networks and automated
buying platforms.
In brief, these technologies take the manual
labour and guesswork about placing your ad
in front of the people who need to see it. By
collecting and processing huge amounts of data
about users, and using matching algorithms to
find ads they are most likely to engage with,

programmatic platforms not only place ads
dynamically but charge efficiently for those ads.
This is a boon for advertisers who, in theory,
only pay when their ad finds its audience.
Most radical at the moment are systems which
dynamically create or modify the ad itself – to
appeal to different user profiles or to tease out
which version of a message is most successful.
Horrifying as this is to agency creatives, there is
evidence that this kind of agile advertising works.
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Internet of
everything
At its most basic, the internet is just a way to
connect computers so that they can share data.
It’s not this definition which is shifting but the
definition of what a computer is. Today, it’s a
desktop, laptop, tablet and phone. But it is
rapidly becoming a watch, a fridge, a sprinkler
system, a light bulb and a car. It will eventually
become pretty much everything – it is hard
to imagine an object or creature in the future
that wouldn’t benefit, in some way, from being
plugged in.

Advertisers will benefit from this in two ways:
the amount of data available about people and
their stuff will increase exponentially, and the
number of touchpoints will mushroom. However,
people’s desire for privacy, and their distaste for
irrelevant, intrusive messaging, is increasing just
as fast.
Winning brands will be threaded through
people’s lives, stitched into the fabric of their
online devices. But engaging with people this
intimately is going to take an unprecedented
understanding of human motivation, and a
commitment to authenticity which has been
absent for much of the history of advertising.

Images courtesy of rh2ox on Flickr.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/rh2ox/

That is not science fiction. A casual search
online for internet-connected devices will reveal
a surprising number of products already being
mass produced. (The catch-phrase, in case you
didn’t know, is the Internet of Things, or IoT.)

Today, it’s a desktop,
laptop, tablet and
phone. But it is
rapidly becoming
a watch, a fridge, a
sprinkler system, a
light bulb and a car.

In 20 years what has happened to digital
advertising will have been impossible to
imagine today. But there is no doubt that big
data and pervasive computing will be two of the
driving forces in that story.

Jarred Cinman is the Managing Director (and one of the
founders) of NATIVE VML. He is a longstanding member of
the South African digital industry having founded one of the
first professional web services firms in 1995. Cinman is chair
of the IAB SA and a member of the Loeries Committee.
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breathe.
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In the
beginning

there was the banner
advert. And lo, the
banner advert was
good. But banners
and other traditional
digital advertising are
no longer quite cutting
it. Research from the
Content Marketing
Institute shows that
consumers reject
banners at a rate that is
greater than 99%.

The Future
Is Content
In stark contrast, the Website Marketing Group
indicates that online content influences 75% of
purchasing decisions, while a survey by content
technology company Kapost revealed that per
dollar, content marketing produces three times
more leads than traditional marketing.

The Future By Design asks top local content
expert, Melissa Attree, to get predictive. Attree
currently works as the director of content
strategy for Ogilvy & Mather. The big question
that brands need to ask themselves, Attree says
is: “How do we deliver the right content to the
right people at the right time — content that
people want to spend time with?”
Why is this important? “Everything that we
create is content,” says Attree, and by we, she
means you, the brand owner, the marketing
director, or advertising executive reading this
article. “Above-the-line-advertising, promotions,
tweets, Slideshare, videos, infographics,
Facebook posts – it is all content, and what
matters is what you do with that content. Brands
need to work out what comprises long-term
sustainable content, and how this is different
from content that fits campaign thinking.” Then
brands need to figure out how that’s different
from social content, or short-term content which
is used on social media platforms.

... customers want to spend time
with content that brands create
and which add value ...
“Content is extremely overtraded - everyone
is talking about this latest buzzword - but we
have been creating content for decades. It’s only
become a trendy word because the concept of
content marketing and content-led strategy is
becoming a lot more important,” she says. “This is
because the research shows that customers want
to spend time with content that brands create and
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which add value. This is content that entertains,
educates or empowers,” Attree explains.
“In the future we will see companies start
focussing on owned platforms rather than
renting platforms,” she says, adding: “This
is not incredibly new. Brands have run blogs
for ten years or more. Brands that have kept
this going have done well, because a blog is
a beautiful owned piece of property. Sadly,
when social media came along, people spread
content through social media, but many brands
left their blogs behind in the headlong rush
for rented properties like Facebook, YouTube
and LinkedIn. By doing this they’ve run the risk
of resourcing massive communities that don’t
belong to them.”

... people who are ahead of the
curve are reviving their own
owned publishing ...
Yes, social platforms are critical hubs that
contribute to the spokes of a content marketing
programme, but Attree maintains they must be
used as the spokes without becoming the hub,
or whole, of the brand’s marketing. “This is why
the smart people who are ahead of the curve
are reviving their own owned publishing.”
Attree’s tips for top content marketing. “Refocus
on what customers need, particularly if you are
a brand with limited resources and don’t have
budget for above the line. If you don’t have
reach you must think about doing relationship
marketing and having a conversation with
customers, and you can do this well with a solid
content marketing approach,” she says.
“Get in touch with customers on a one-on-one
basis, and give them content that builds trust,
and advocacy for your brand. It is important
that you’re intimate with your customers, which
is less about collecting data and more about
segmenting the customer base, and really
seeing who your customers are and what they
want. Understand your customers habits and
consumer behaviours. Lastly, approach what
you are doing with some sort of editorial or
publishing lens.”

Melissa Attree has been working in the social media space since 2006 - before ‘social media’ was a thing.
Nine years later, and she’s worked in the big leagues. She’s done social strategy and creative campaigns with
brands like ABSA, Adidas, Big Blue, Black River FC, 5FM, MasterCard, Nando’s, Nedbank, Ogilvy, SAA, South African
Breweries, Toyota, Vodacom and Woolworths. Attree is currently Director of Content Strategy at Ogilvy & Mather in
Cape Town. Follow her on Twitter: @MelAttree
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The Future
Of Advertising
Imagine standing in front of a mirror, and
getting a lot more from it than merely
your reflection. Imagine getting advice
on what to wear or taking a 360 degree
photograph of yourself to see how you
look, front, side and back. This technology
is already with us, thanks to LG’s magic
mirror and the Internet of Things, which
makes media management a whole lot
more complex and challenging for brand
owners. Martin MacGregor, Managing
Director of Connect, weighs in on the
future of media.
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“The future of advertising is no
different from the past in that
it is all about relevant brand
stories that compel action –
there are just a million more
ways to do it,” says MacGregor who adds
that data and technology are the two forces
that will most shape advertising’s future. “Data
allows better understanding of consumers.
This means brands will be able to pitch more
relevant messages to consumers more often.

However, this data is nothing without the
technology that enables the insights and
efficient delivery.”
When it comes to attitudes or a way of thinking
about the future, MacGregor advises never
to imprison thinking. “The future is never the
same as you imagined it would be. This means
flexibility is critical, it is important to course
correct as you move forward.”
MacGregor’s advice to brands it stick to the
basics. “The future as always is about more
certainty and less assumption,” he says, and

The future is never the
same as you imagined
it would be. This means
flexibility is critical, it is
important to course correct
as you move forward
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adds: “In advertising this means brand owners
must be sure of what they are saying, and where
they deliver this message, and if it will yield the
results they desire.”

When it comes to questions
about the degree to which
media will change in the future,

MacGregor cautions that it is important to
differentiate content from media. “Content
(journalism, writing, compelling brand
communication) won’t change – it’s a basic
human need.” MacGregor says what will change
is how your content is delivered and consumed,
and says that technology will obviously be the
big driver of that change.
“Advertising at its core will always be just a
relevant message. The construct will adapt
dependent on the platform – right now, an
audiovisual ad needs a different construct for TV
(on my couch, receptive) to YouTube (searching
for something specific, my time, irritation) in
order to pull me in. The same principle applies
across all mediums,” the MD of Connect
explains.

Advertising at its core will always be just a relevant message

But worry not, MacGregor says there’s nothing
to fear. “The past shows us that you don’t need
to fear. The important mindset to maintain is
one of constant adaption, but this attitude is
already so prevalent and is a core skill set of
anyone in marketing or advertising. All brand
managers need to do is to put the consumer
first and the rest is common sense and
simplicity.”
A final word of advice from MacGregor for
the future? “Lose the word ‘media’. You are
in the content distribution game. Understand
the relationship between your consumers and
the content and deliver it to them in the most
efficient and easy way.”

When he’s not trail running, watching
test cricket or reading quality journalism,
Martin MacGregor leads Connect,
which is part of the M&C Saatchi Group
in South Africa. Follow MacGregor on
twitter: @MartMacG
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Photo by Serge Kij

By Kai Botha
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It’s been a long time coming. Two of the world’s social media giants, Facebook
and Twitter, began rolling out beta versions of a ‘buy button’ in late 2014, laying
the foundations for greater e-commerce and social media integration in 2015.

Facebook and Twitter are banking on
convenience, impulse buying, once-off
promotions on fleeting trends and limited
products. And why not? People post ill-advised
and impulsive content all the time on social
media – what’s to say they wouldn’t make illadvised or impulsive purchases just as easily?
The concept is simple: manipulate people into
buying things quickly and with ease from the
comfort of their News Feed. Users simply enter
their payment info and email address,
and then are able to buy any offers that
pop up on their feed with just one or two
clicks, without ever having to leave the
page. Once the purchase is entered and
confirmed, the information is sent to a
merchant for delivery.
According to Lou Kerner, a social media
analyst and investor at The Social Internet
Fund, it’s a great strategy, especially for the
likes of Twitter, because it doesn’t force people
to change the way they use the platform.
“Twitter is about what’s happening right now,
and so as long as e-commerce follows that
approach, using sales with a short lifespan or
that offer a limited number of items, it should
work extremely well,” says Kerner in an article
featured on Internet Retailer.
What this all entails is that the ritual
of buying becomes simplified and
convenient. Time and convenience is
everything to the millennial consumer.
Imagine sitting at a bar with a group
of friends, having a chat, whilst rails
and shelves of clothes, tech products, home
appliances or whatever you want, shuffle past
you (complete with price tags) in between your
conversations. Social Media shopping is a lot
like that – the convenience of interacting with
your social community and shopping at the
same time.
The hope is that e-commerce becomes a
significant revenue driver, but it’s not all too
clear yet where the revenue will come from.
For example, Twitter will be exploring and
testing several different revenue models in the
beta phase.

Benefit for merchants

Other Social Media Platforms

The ‘buy button’ acts as a clear call to action,
with pressure to act quickly on fleeting offers
on a platform that has as an already captive
and receptive audience. Thus, the ‘buy button’
makes redundant a problem that all retailers
face: how to get consumers into the store.

Twitter and Facebook may be leading the
trend of greater Social Media ecommerce
integration, but they’re not the only ones.
In 2014, Pinterest announced a ‘Gifts Feed’,
which uses Product Pins to show purchase
details like pricing, availability, buy links and
store location on the pin itself. Although this
process is a bit more convoluted than a ‘buy
button’ it still marks a step toward greater
Social Media Shopping integration.

Benefits for Advertisers
A ‘buy button’ is also great news for marketers
and advertisers, in that it could (and should)
be able to display concrete revenue figures
in relation to specific social media purchase
messages. In other words, a direct correlation
between ROI and social media ad spend.

Benefits for Consumers
Besides the obvious convenience, will
consumers buy in to the ‘buy button’? There’s
no simple answer to this. Firstly, there’s the
security factor. Is your personal data safe; or
will Facebook’s or Twitter’s data archives be the
victim of the next big data leak? 2014 saw a
spike in data security paranoia and has taken
centre stage with consumers.
From mass data leaks at Target to the notorious
hacking of Sony; social media data security has
become paramount. In a blog post announcing
the new ‘buy button’ test, Facebook declared
that none of the credit card information people
share with Facebook will be shared with other
advertisers and that people can decide whether
or not they’d like to save payment information
for future purchases.
Similarly, Twitter declared its intentions to
keep consumers’ card information secure,
private and safely stored. Secondly, there’s the
price bracket. It’s a lot easier to make a R300
purchase than it is to make a R3,000 purchase
on a social media platform. So yes, consumers
may buy into the ‘buy button’ but perhaps only
within a certain price bracket.
Peer influence will presumably play an important
role in whether the ‘buy button’ is widely
adopted. The social media mob is fickle, easily
influenced and susceptible to trends; and so the
ability to share a buy button post with followers
and friends in real time would potentially
validate its use. If a friend recommends or
shares a ‘buy button’ post on your timeline, you
may be more likely to make a purchase based
on your peer’s opinion.

Although Instagram does not yet boast a clickto-buy feature on its platform, it has enormous
potential and opportunity for buying power
given the rise of m-commerce. According to a
study conducted by L2 Think Tank, Instagram
has amassed more than 150 million followers
in three years – half the time it took Twitter. It
has 15 times more engagement than its parent
company, Facebook. It now has 300 million
active monthly users, up 100-million from March
2014. It has also begun the process of handing
out verified accounts. These verified badges will
be for public figures and brands. The badges
‘will make it easier for people to identify and
follow the authentic brands they care about,’
says Instagram in a public email.
A visual-based platform, with fast growing
traction, coupled with a direct messaging
feature, makes Instagram an obvious choice for
consumer brands and advertisers, with 93% of
prestige brands maintaining a presence on the
platform (January 2014).
The advent of the ‘buy button’ has the potential
to significantly alter e/m-commerce and social
media integration, disrupting the traditional
lines of path to purchase as well as significantly
altering social networks’ roles in the interaction
between consumers and businesses. Marketing
as we know it, as well as the ritual of buying,
may be changed forever.
Kai Botha used to be
an ad man, but is now
an aspiring writer and
full time social media
analyst by day. By night
he’s a part time funny
person. His secret to
happiness? A good
book and a glass of
chilled Chenin blanc.
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The Future of
By James Townsend-Rose

The Co-Founder and CEO of BabyGroup, James was born in
South Africa and educated in the UK. James’ career started
as a tank commander in the British Army, leading troops in
Iraq and Afghanistan. After completing an MBA at the UCT
Graduate School of Business he co-founded BabyGroup, now
Africa’s largest ecommerce store for Moms which can be found
at www.babygroup.co.za.

To understand the future of ecommerce one can
look at consumer technology trends in general.
Over the last decade we have seen a shift in
behavior to mobile browsing to a point where
now over 37% of online transactions are made
on a mobile phone or tablet. The additional
functionality of this hardware (e.g. GPS) allows
services to be tailored more specifically to the
customer based on their location, health and
behavioral data amongst other factors.
The successful ecommerce companies of the
future will use this additional data to deliver a
level of pre-emptive service to their customer
that is unobtainable today. Rather than broad
scope advertising, customers will be targeted
with behavior and situational specific marketing
– the goal being to know what your customer

wants or needs before they know themselves.
Macro data automated marketing such as
“customers who bought x also bought y” will be
consigned to the history books.
In addition, in an effort to increase profitability
in the sector we will see both more
consolidation within the market and vertical
integration into manufacturing and delivery.
This is particularly relevant to high growth
emerging ecommerce markets such as Africa,
South America and South East Asia where
smaller market sizes demand broader thinking.
A successful ecommerce company will have
a structure and culture that allows for it to
collaborate, consolidate and pivot to take
advantage of these trends.
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Independent & smart.
It’s the new sexy.

The Future of

Digital
Engagement
Image by Surian Soosay

Scarcely a few years ago brands were debating the longevity of social
media as a viable marketing channel, but now it’s an integral part of every
communication strategy, or should be if it isn’t. Today, says Andre Steenkamp,
CEO of digital marketers, 25AM, that same uncertainty exists about wearable
technology. Steenkamp weighs in on the future of digital engagement.
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What is the biggest challenge your
industry will face?
The honest truth? Agency remuneration.
Traditional media agencies steered away from
digital for many years, mainly due to a lack of
understanding and skills. In the past few years
they have realised they need to integrate digital
into their strategies and offer these services to
their clients.
Unfortunately, just like the publishing industry
killed their digital offering in the nineties by
offering it as a value-add, so too are traditional
above the line media agencies killing digital
through charging the same fee structure as they
do for TV, radio and print. This is not sustainable
in the long term as digital is a lot more resource
intensive, with daily and sometimes even hourly
campaign management and strategy evolution,
hence the spend in digital cannot sustain
the costs of these resources at traditional fee
structures of x% (usually as low as 3 or 4%) of
media spend.
As TV loses favour with the new marketing
generation due to waning audiences and limited
measurability, these agencies will see their
margins drop and find themselves struggling to
keep afloat. Now is the time to get companies
comfortable with this new environment.

Technologies will come and go. Yesterday’s
watch is today’s health tracker that also happens
to tell the time. Having an instinct for what
will stick and what to discard is vital. However,
integrated measurability is the key to the future
of marketing.
We need the ability to measure customer
engagement across as many, if not all, channels.
And measurability doesn’t stop at the first
interaction, it goes beyond the click into
customer behaviour and opens the potential for
remarketing to already interested consumers,
existing customers and brand advocates. It
also has the ability to measure one channel’s
influence on another through attribution analysis
which will better inform future strategies.
This is why we deploy an integrated
measurement system like Double Click tracking
across all our campaigns. It has the ability to
bring together all your Search, Display, Social
Media and Programmatic media campaigns
together into one dashboard and highlights the
wins, losses and trends at a glance.

What are the most important things
for brands to focus on to prepare for
the future?
Today, digital savvy customers expect a 1:1
relationship with brands. We can no longer
deploy a spray and pray strategy in the hope
that our message will get through. Now we
need to focus on the right message, at the right
time, in the right medium. It needs to at least
seem personalised, even if it actually isn’t.
However, we need to guard against being
intrusive. There are times when consumers
don’t expect to interact with a brand and their
products, there are times where they will tolerate
it and times when they will invite interaction,
usually when there is a perceived benefit.

Having an instinct for what
will stick and what to discard
is vital. However, integrated
measurability is the key to the
future of marketing.

There are times
when consumers
don’t expect to
interact with a
brand and their
products

Images by Surian Soosay

As TV loses favour with the
new marketing generation due
to waning audiences and limited
measurability, these agencies
will see their margins drop.

What technologies will shape the
future of customer engagement?

Any other thoughts?
Everyone is talking mobile and I believe
that mobile is key to unlocking the marketing
potential in South Africa and the rest of the
continent. Let’s remember though that the mobile
phone is a very personal device and we need
to treat it as such. Like the huge App industry,
marketers will need to give a little in order to
receive a lot (think free Skype with display ads
or free “lite’, or ‘freemium’ versions of an App
to encourage upgrades to premium). We want
consumers to switch on, not switch off.

As CEO of 25AM, Andre Steenekamp
leads the company’s expansion in South
Africa’s fast-growing digital marketing
and advertising space. His first digital saw
Steenkamp lead Auto Trader South Africa’s
highly successful digital strategy between
2000 and 2004. He has also worked for the
likes of Independent Newspapers, M-Web
Business and HKLM.
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Research
That
Reveals
The Real
Ask

Tomorrow’s
researchers
will be social
anthropologists, out in
the field, finding out how
communities and people
really live.

Lebo Motshegoa what the future of research will look
like, and he’ll tell you to forget about LSMs or qualitative research
in highrise buildings where consumers and brand managers are
divided by a one-way mirror. Motshegoa reckons tomorrow’s
researchers will be social anthropologists, out in the field, finding
out how communities and people really live.
During the past twenty years, there have been
massive changes in the way that marketing
research companies do research, thanks to
advances in technology. Despite the arrival of
digital data and big data, how researchers look
at consumers in SA has remained fairly static.
“What hasn’t changed during the past 20
years, is brands are still using LSMs,” says
Lebo Motshegoa, the founder of SA’s specialist
mass market research company, Foshizi. A
demographic index of consumers, the LSMs
categorise people based on their ownership of
assets and moveables (like houses and cars) and
their degree of urbanisation.

“A big problem with the LSMs is the
contradictions in the black market,” says
Motshegoa. “For example if a person is a
grandmother who lives in Orange Farm and
gets income from her family via Checkers, that
supplementary income isn’t shown. And what
about the Gogo across the road who’s been
selling alcohol from her home for ages and has
a television and furniture but doesn’t have a
bank account?”
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“The problem with the LSMs as lifestyle
indicators is that they don’t truly capture the
reality of people’s lifestyles. People might live
in cities, but comes a time when they go back
home and this is missed by the LSMs, as is
what brands people are into, their hobbies,
work, the languages they speak, the languages
people decide to communicate in and more,”
Motshegoa says.
The Foshizi founder says that the methodologies
that researchers use further distance themselves
from the market. “Language is a big issue.
Often products and/or campaigns are created
in English, and marketers test products and
campaigns in English. A lot of disconnect
happens right here,” Motshegoa says.

Other methodologies researchers use, and
which create an alienating environment for the
mass market, is when marketers recruit people
from the townships, and bring them into “fancy
offices, or viewing venues in the suburbs, to ask
questions,” he explains. “The people you are
speaking to are not in their home environment
or their comfort zone. What you will get from
them is not a real reflection of the consumer or
the person,” Motshegoa says, and confesses
that the industry is “guilty of convenience
sampling.”
Real research, relevant research, says
Motshegoa, is going to the respondents’ home
turf and speaking to them in a language that

Real research, relevant research is
going to the respondents’ home turf and
speaking to them in a language that is
their own home language.

is their own home language. “In the future we
must ensure that our research methodologies
don’t add to the disconnect. We don’t want
projection, we want real research that puts
brands in touch with their marketing in the most
meaningful way.”
Motshegoa maintains that the future will see
researchers become social anthropologists. “To
get real, relevant research we must centralise
research methodologies around the respondent
and go to where they are, not expect them to
come to us. We musn’t do that which is most
comfortable for us, but we must go outside of
our comfort zones and do that which is real.”

The Managing Director of Foshizi (which means
‘real’), talks about interviewing taxi operations
where owners put their guns on the table.
“The operators wanted to know if we were
from the Department of Transport,” he laughs.
Motshegoa explains how taxi operators weren’t
interested in the interviewer’s first names, but
rather their clan name.
“When I was doing interviews in Rustenburg, for
instance, everything was cool because my clan
is from that area. Another issue is money. Taxi
drivers will never speak about money in front of
young moderators,” he says.
Ask Motshegoa what the future of research is,
and he’ll laugh and say, “Foshizi. That’s why
I gave my company that name. The future is
about being real, about real connections that
really see people – who they are, what they are,
where they are.”

Lebo Motshegoa
self-describes as a ‘lateral
thinker’. Follow him on
Twitter: @LeboMotshegoa
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Africa Future
Trends

Africa stands at the brink of an exciting new
era - one where technology becomes key to
creating breakthrough solutions for consumers
and businesses on the continent. Wearables
will be vogue, people will do well by doing
good, and brands will start taking a stand.

By Jon Pienaar
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Everyone is moving to the cloud, from
individuals storing their documents on Google
Drive or Dropbox, to corporations running most
of their business on Salesforce - cloud-based
services are here to stay. In an ideal world, this
would mean the end of the story for Web 2.0,
but recent events, like the celebrity photo hack
and the Sony ‘The Interview’ debacle, prove
that this brave new world has to take a long,
hard look at security.
Scams have forced banks to use multiple layers
of security. This means not only passwordprotecting access to the data, but encrypting
the data itself. As the celebrity hack shows,
just expecting users to have hard-to-guess
passwords is not enough: ringfences within
ringfences, one-time-passkeys and even
biometrics are all going to play a part in the
future of cloud security.

Photograph by Kãrlis Dambrãns

Wearables
Google Glass may still be something of a tech
misfire, but dedicated products like Fitbit have
hit the mark. Why? Because they focus on
doing one thing well, and don’t cost too much.
Fitbit has ‘gamified’ fitness, and plugged into
certain market segments’ desire to spend time
outdoors. Ditto the GPS, which makes getting
places so much easier.
Smart watches are still a ‘first world’
accoutrement, because, although in Africa we
like our gadgets, they have to serve a purpose
to justify their existence. The price will have to
come down, or the ‘killer app’ will have to be
created to make this a ‘must-have’ accessory.

Photograph by Steve Jurvetson
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Cloud Security

Filling Info Gaps
“Fun, novel and unconventional information
channels will be welcomed in 2015,” according
to Trendwatching.com. Africans today are
becoming resistant to the shallow, censored and
controlled information they are getting from
mainstream media.
The information gaps that result from an
overcontrolled media will be plugged, thanks
to the ubiquity of the cellphone and the
internet. Who will own those news channels
going forward? Only those who can push
the boundaries and engage with this hungry
audience.
In Senegal, JT Rappé provides online news via
YouTube rap videos in both French and Wolof.
2-million-plus views – and it’s just the start.
CliffCentral, the online ‘uncensored, unhinged,
unradio station’ streams via WeChat (on
cellphones) and the web, and you can download
the programme in podcast form.

Altruism
Doing well through doing good. The old
capitalist model of maximising profits for
shareholders at all costs is outmoded, and
not suited to a continent that embraces
collaboration and co-operation. Consumers
expect brands to be both socially and
environmentally conscious. Thanks in part
to social media, there is a fundamental shift
taking place in consumer attitudes. No longer
will consumers tolerate being ignored or
maltreated.

According to Trendwatching.com,“In 2015,
rising numbers will demand that brands become
‘nicer’, by acting in ways that benefit individuals
and society as a whole. Benevolent brands
will find surprising ways to reward customer
patronage and good behaviour.” ‘Nice’ is not
just a ‘nice-to-have.’ Benevolent behaviour will
reap the reward of consumer trust and loyalty.

Destination Africa
The FIFA Soccer World Cup in 2010 was an
eye-opener for many South Africans in the
travel sector. Not only were Europeans and
South Americans raving about the destination,
but huge numbers of Africans too. It could be
the cost factor, but also an indication of African
pride, that many Africans are now choosing their
travel destination on the same continent.
Cherae Robinson, of Tastemakers Africa, is one
entrepreneur who is offering hip experiences in
major cities across the world’s second biggest
and most populous continent. From rooftop
parties in downtown Jozi, to quaffing cocktails
at an exclusive club in Lagos, Nigeria, to
rubbing shoulders with fashionistas in Accra,
Ghana, Tastemakers Africa is about Afropolitan
experiences off the beaten track.
And, as Trendwatching.com so succinctly puts
it, the real score will be intra-African: “No
longer will holidaying in Africa solely be about
adventurous safari/beach-loving foreigners.
Indeed, the African tourism industry has already
begun catering to local (and cross-continent)
tourists.”
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No doubt about it, those countries that have
implemented reliable, inexpensive high-speed
internet, have seen a jump in growth, fuelled
by an educated, informed and empowered
public. As long as African countries lag behind
the rest of the world, progress will be slow.
Yes, there has been innovation, mainly in
mobile applications and solutions that are a
good fit for African conditions. M-Pesa is the
oft-quoted example, providing inexpensive
microfinance solutions. 2go is the new low-tech
communications app for feature phones, which
still dominate the mobile landscape in Africa.
There are some examples of progress. The
planned South Atlantic Cable System (SACS)
will provide a low-latency connection for
southern Africa (via Angola) to both South
America (via Brazil) and Asia — both of which
are currently routed through the US and Europe.
This will help drive prices down, and help
increase Africa’s mobile coverage by some
20%. According to Trendwatching.com, “With
manifold challenges facing the continent – from
healthcare to education and more – consumers
in 2015 will eagerly reach for smarter tech
solutions that truly improve lives, empower
individuals and improve wider communities.”

“Cross-PolliNations”
South Africa is becoming a frequent venue
for film production, following the success of
productions like ‘District 9’ and ‘Tsotsi’. Now
Sacha Baron Cohen, Sean Penn and Gavin
Hood are slated to do internationally-financed
productions in Cape Town, and Neil Blomkamp’s
third international feature, ‘Chappie’, was shot
in Johannesburg and was recently released in
the US.
The Nigerian movie industry has experienced
a boom of its own, with these low-budget
movies making their way offshore. Box office
revenues have doubled since 2009, and will
grow another 70% by 2018, according to
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
Dar es Salaam’s Diamond and South Africa’s
Mafikizolo are just two of the new African
musicians finding favour in the diaspora.
Trendwatch.com predicts that “in 2015, African
nations will strike creative partnerships with
those outside the continent.”
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Connectivity

Going Greener
In tandem with the rest of the world, Africans
are becoming more aware of the environment
and the impact they have through the products
and services they consume. It’s not about a
‘back to the earth’ philosophy — rather one
that looks to technology to find smarter ecofriendlier solutions; it’s also an opportunity
for African producers to market homegrown
products abroad.
One example is the ‘Repurpose Schoolbag’
produced by female owned South African
company, Rethaka. The schoolbag is made
from a material sourced from shopping bags
and woven into a tough canvas-like material. A
solar lamp attached to the bag collects sunlight
during the day to provide a source of light for
studying by at night.

On-Demand Outsourcing
The success of Uber has not gone unnoticed.
Convenience and instant access will see the
emergence of even more of these outsourced
alternatives for routine tasks. As Trendwatching.
com puts it: “Accustomed to stressful and
inefficient services, they’ll embrace the greater
transparency and quality control allowed by
outsourcing platforms and apps.” Think courier,
laundry and household cleaning services.

Brand Stands
South African fast food brand, Nando’s, has
gone out on a limb with some of its adverts that
lampoon government corruption and wasteful
expenditure, such as the ‘Blue Light Brigade’ ad
that had four self-important officials gridlocked
at a crossroads, each demanding the right to
proceed first.
African brands are going to make a stand
against corruption in 2015, according to
Trendwatching.com: “Over half of sub-Saharan
Africans believe that their government is
largely run by big entities acting in their own
best interests, instead of the public good (The
African Development Bank, May 2014).”
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The
Young
Ones

Close on sixty percent of South
Africa’s population is under the
age of 34.We’re a young nation,
and mainstream media portrays
this majority as beloved of bling.
But just how much do we know
about SA’s youth market, who
they are, and where they are
going? Andrew Miller weighs in.
How big is the voice of SA’s youth?
What numbers?
According to the 2012 census document,
“Almost one in three, or 29.6% of the
population of South Africa, is aged between
zero and four years, and a further 28.9% is aged
between 15 and 34 years.”
So we’re looking at about 60% of the population
being under 34. Then you need to consider the
34 to 44 year olds, many of whom are—in their
own heads at least—part of the YFM generation
and think with a ‘young’ mind set.
We are a young country. In theory, therefore, the
voice of the youth should be large and multidimensional.

Artwork from Spoke Mathembo album cover

Is the voice of SA’s youth
being heard?
In mainstream media the youth voice is one
of social and commercial aspiration and
conspicuous consumption. It’s the hip-hop idea
of making it from a ghetto life to one of wealth
and success. Across mass market youth culture
at the moment there’s an awful lot of bling, assshaking, champagne-pouring and the like.

Artwork from Spoek Mathembo album cover

This voice gets a lot of air on radio, at events
like the Metro Music Award, on TV and so
forth. It’s a pretty different voice to the one
of the YFM generation, where aspiration for
social and economic progress was infused with
a sense of so-called consciousness and social
awareness and responsibility. The more subtle
artistic voice that characterises the arts scenes
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in cities like Jo’burg, Durban and Cape Town is
very interesting to watch. The music being put
out by bands like Brother Moves On and DJs
like Spoek Mathambo is dynamic and creative,
and the fine arts scene is booming. This ‘voice’
remains bound to its areas of operation though
– it doesn’t get much mass media coverage.
There is another voice, however. The voice of
heightened racial awareness and anger, of social
protest. This is the voice of young people who
aren’t going to break through, who perceive
themselves to be living in a state of zero social
mobility and who also perceive themselves to
be racially and economically oppressed. This
voice also doesn’t get much oxygen in the mass
media space.

3. I listen to as much different music and poetry
as possible. I also jump across radio stations
as much as possible.
4. Most important of all, I still work a lot with
young South Africans on their careers. There
is no better way to stay in touch with youth
when you yourself are getting old.

What are the youth of SA saying?
In terms of the mass market voice, there
has been a clear evolution from the socially
conscious atmosphere of the YFM days to
bling, party, and demonstrations of wealth and
material success. In the hood, in the burbs, in
the clubs — and everywhere, really.
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social protest.

Between these two binary poles there is a huge
amount of collective creative activity in our
young communities. Spoken word collectives,
hip hop groups, youngsters who make craft
and fashion and who look to hold events of
various kinds, sports groups, theatre and dance
groups, charitable groups. This activity, in my
experience, takes place within its own bubble of
daily life, and the majority of it is not supported
in any way by government organisations or the
private sector.

The New Kwaito movement is very much
defined by this atmosphere. Hip hop too, and
dance culture. Look at these music videos that
illustrate what I mean:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l77MQbZqxyo

language? Hypocrisy. How long should the
Leopard compromise its spots?”

Where and how do you tune in
to this voice?

However, out of the spotlight: in the last few
years I have noticed a steady uptick in militant
social thought, with a strong orientation towards
racial issues. This seems to align to me with
Marikana and the emergence of the EFF as a
political force/voice.

I am intrigued by this narrative. It’s mirrored by
the likes of Ntsiki Mazwai (sister of the famous
Thandiswa Mazwai) and her open letters, which
can be perceived as a quite visceral series of
racial attacks.

I was lucky enough to be involved in the Jozi
arts scene when I was somewhere near being
a youth myself. As a result I have personal
relationships with young creatives in the city,
whom I stay in touch with. I also work a lot with
young people to develop their business plans
and marketing profiles.
Within this context:
1. Facebook can be a very diverse place. I try
to train the FB algorithm to give me youth
content by making sure the vast majority of
what I share and like comes from young black
african creatives: poets, hip-hop heads, artists
and the like. I’ve been doing this for a few
years now and Facebook for me has become
a very rich listening/watching post.
2. I watch a fair bit of Soweto TV and SABC1,
both of which are very interesting spaces in
terms of youth.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X17WGZvjo3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndMLPo7KUJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGGE0vm1h1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrDGwR7lv7M

One of the strong themes that continues to
get air when young people talk is the idea of
how alien white people are in South Africa.
Frequently cited is the notion of never bothering
to learn the language of the country.
Mak Manaka is a popular and well-respected
poet from a strong family line of South African
creatives. On the 6th of March this year he
posted the following on Facebook:
I do not understand how or why could white
“South Africans” comment on Freedom in
Palestine, when the majority of white South
Africa proclaims them self as “South Africans”,
and yet can not even speak nor put together
an unbroken sentence in, just one, of the
South African, “official” languages. I guess
the question is, what is common in the English

Ntsiki Mazwai

https://ntsikimazwai.wordpress.com/2014/09/24/dearwhite-south-africans/

What intrigues me is how many positive
comments such blogs get. There are clearly
major social issues bubbling under in our youth
- they get very little play in mass media, but the
self-referential, self-reinforcing nature of social
media is fertile ground for such ideas to grow.
Equally interestingly, when rebuttals etc. are
created to such content they are frequently
posted on other blogs or newspaper sites and
so forth - not on the source blog itself. What
results is a head-on clash rather than any kind
of debate. Each side reinforces its ideological
strength using the vehemence of the other.
This dynamic is by no means restricted to South
African youth, of course.

Mak Manaka
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I have noticed a steady
uptick in militant social
thought, with a strong
orientation towards
racial issues.
Do brands ‘get’ SA’s youth?

Motswako rapper, Cassper Nyovest, whose album went gold late last year.
Image by Zukisa Mambumbu courtesy of LiveMag

In the mass market sense there are a lot of
brands pumping budget into springboarding
off the big hip-hop idea of wealth and success
and funky beats. The strategy here is to find
a popular trend and get your logo all over it
through sponsorships, endorsements, adverts
that use ‘youth’ music and the like.
1. There’s Blue Ribbon bread advert out at the
moment featuring a prepubescent dance
crew in school uniforms doing a hip-hop
dance, and singing a chorus that goes
something along the lines of ‘get that mm
hum taste’. This typifies a simplistic approach
to using the devices of youth culture - music,
fashion etc. - to sell product.
2. Axe has a whole youth content web site http://www.axecess.com - and the brand
creates hip-hop events and the like.
3. Castle Light has
http://www.republicofextracold.co.za,
which again attempts to build the brand by
getting involved in youth culture.

Kliptown, Soweto by Nagarjun Kandukuru on Flickr

To my mind there is a huge difference between
this, the standard South African approach, and
Red Bull’s approach. Red Bull, led by its global
strategy, takes a subtly but crucially different
angle. The energy drink brand hardly ever ‘says’
anything. Instead, it places itself at the centre of
communities and enables them to do what they
want to do. This allows Red Bull to be at centre

of hip-hop culture, urban culture, extreme sports
and aerobatics all at the same time. Because
the brand doesn’t seek to leverage but rather
to enable, it can pop up on the banks of the
Dusi Canoe Marathon in 2015 playing deep
house, offering Red Bull to the paddlers and it
all makes sense.
Puma got this right as well in Jozi around
2012/2013 with the Puma Social club.
They created a venue that offered shit-hot
entertainment to the city scene and, crucially,
they didn’t promote themselves at all. They just
enabled, and everyone loved them for it.
In summary - most local brands, in my view,
achieve the minimum possible from enormous
spend trying to stamp their logo all over what
they perceive to be the voice and identity of
youth.
Smart brands do the opposite. They seek
to enable youth culture and they keep their
mouths shut. They maximise the value of their
spend over the long term and create long
lasting brand loyalty by helping young people
live their lives in the best way possible.

Why do we need to listen to the voice
of SA’s youth?
Well, speaking strictly commercially, there’s a lot
to be achieved by gaining youth loyalty. Youth
spend cash on their lifestyles, of course, but
they eventually become parents and primary
consumers, as we see now with the YFM
generation of yesteryear. Brands that achieve
meaningful loyalty in the young adult segment
can enjoy the fruits of what they have achieved
for decades.
But in South Africa, the socio-political
dimension is very interesting as well. There is
a huge amount of uncertainty and worry from
corporations and brands and ordinary people
about South Africa’s socio-political future.
Increasing levels of militancy across the general
populace are not only perceived as a key
strategic risk by the likes of mining companies this risk is perceived by all companies.
My view is that the increasingly racial and
militant voice of local youth urgently needs
oxygen. It needs platforms for genuine
expression and debate. Social media has
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the tendency to do the opposite - to bottle
this voice and keep it within the zone of self
referential ‘us and them’ faux debate.
Based on the above, I believe brands that adopt
the Red Bull model and seek to take a position
as a powerful enabler of youth culture —
whatever form that culture may take in a specific
area — could achieve a great deal in in terms of
long term brand loyalty. There’s a huge amount
of spontaneous creative activity that takes
place in our country: spoken word, fashion,
house music, hip-hop, skateboarding, sport
etc. Brands that look to enable and support this
culture, rather than stamp their logo all over it,
could really win.

Driemanskap by DPlanet on Flickr

Young people talk
about the idea of how
alien white people are
in South Africa.

I believe if we had more brands looking to
operate as youth enablers, South Africa as
a whole could breathe vital oxygen into the
hugely important debates that are already
taking place around ethnicity, race, culture and
commerce. I would love to see these ideas
debated and discussed at spoken word sessions
(humbly sponsored by brand X or Y) and the
like, rather than circulating angrily within the self
referential and increasingly powerful realm of
social media.

What does this voice tell us
about the future?
1. T
 he gap between rich and poor continues to
grow. The current mass market youth voice
tells us that getting rich and ostentatiously
successful — getting onto the elite side of the
fence, in other words — is philosophical Goal
Number One for many young people.
2. W
 hen viewed within the context of the
increasingly militant and racially focused
mirror voice of the youth who are never going
to make it over the fence, the conclusion
is pretty stark: our past has not yet been
effectively dealt with. Apartheid is likely to
haunt South African society for some time,
economically and socially.
3. C
 onsequently, in the next ten to fifteen
years, socio-political issues are likely to
be the domain of business as much as of
government - whether business likes it or
not. Brands brave enough to acknowledge
and work with the political complexities of
South African society can gain enormously in
the youth segment. The rest will carry on as
normal, and will achieve predictably nominal
returns.

Andrew Miller is a poet and
commercial writer who has guest
lectured at Wits Business School
and the University of Johannesburg
on urban cultures. He often
talks at brand and management
conferences about youth culture,
and is sought after stand-up poet.
Miller is a founding partner of the
Unity Creative Development
Foundation, and the
author of a book of
collected essays, and
a volume of poetry.
Follow Andrew Miller on
Twitter: @miller_aka and
read his poetry online at
The Flight.

Red Bull Beat Battle
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The Future
of News

Expect more bite-sized news,
‘click-baiting’, and reporting
that has a very distinct
personality. Attention - the
one-size-fits-all approach is
long dead. These are just some
of the predictions from author and journalist
Azad Essa, who is also founder of local online
news channel, The Daily Vox. The Future By
Design asked him what the future of news is
going to look like - these are his answers.
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How has technology changed news?
Technology has shifted how news is consumed
— so much so, that technology is as important
as the story. One cannot think about ‘the story’
without considering how it will be consumed.
This means considering that stories need to be
tailored for mobile devices, be they phones or
tablets; so they can’t be too graphics-heavy
for readers with poor bandwidth. Also, video
that works for TV doesn’t work for web, and
so there are new audiences, and they need to
be treated differently. But technology has also
changed the types of stories we can report
on: we have access to areas and places and
people through social media, which has made
journalism exciting but also sketchy. The pool
of storytellers has increased, which means
verification is a bigger issue than before.

@azadessa - journalist at Al Jazeera and
co-founder of The Daily Vox.
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Has news become commoditised?
Completely. It is a product like any other in
the information superhighway. This has given
way to the ‘click-bait’ phenomenon. It’s not
enough to sell a story for its thorough research,
or importance. Readers want to be entertained,
bewitched, and consume stories as they would
a fast-food drive-through. They want it instantly,
and are mostly not interested in what goes on
behind the scenes. Even the big brands like
Time Magazine, NYT and Guardian have been
forced to compete, offering lighter pieces, and
being more open to a wider audience with
different needs. There is so much noise on the
internet, that news has to join the stream, or

watch from the sidelines. Consider that our
newsfeeds are already curated on Facebook
and Twitter and this has made us very lazy
and also dependent on our online friendships
and communities; essentially, the ‘crowd’ we
surround ourselves with pretty much dictates the
kind of news product we consume as well.

How can news organisations
differentiate themselves?
I am a big believer in ‘voice’. It is not a case
of establishing a polarised approach to news,
like, say, Fox News does, because it can be
so alienating and self-defeating. But you want
to be able to create a brand that pushes the
envelope, creates a unique style. Truth can
be very subjective, so creating credibility is
probably the most crucial ingredient to standing
out from the rest. I don’t think many people
believe that there is such a thing as ‘unbiased’
news, but once readers are able to relate to a
‘voice’, it becomes easier for them to decide for
themselves on the merits of the story.

What does the future of
news look like?
The future of news is a mess. More bites
and less size, depth or context. Of course,
the different forms of ‘news’ will remain: the
newspaper, the website, the TV - but there will
be all types of other gimmicks competing and
posing as news. The basics of news won’t alter
dramatically, and there will always be a select
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What news brands are
pioneering news?

The future of news
is a mess. More bites
and less size, depth
or context.
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number of journalists who will make sure that
long-form, impactful storytelling continues.
But how we can create and consume news will
continue to shift. For instance, real-time news
will involve rolling, flexible editorial discussion
and action that will have to dip into zeitgeist
(for lack of a better phrase) in order to remain
relevant. More stories have a shorter shelf-life.
Also, stories have to consider ‘tone’ and ‘voice’
and their audience more than ever before.

Buzzfeed and Vice are certainly playing with
our minds; on one hand they have frivolous,
even sensational content, while dabbling in very
serious topics in between. This is pioneering
work because they are able to attract readers
of all types, and appeal to our different
sensibilities. As readers, we are schizophrenic
when it comes to content. And being able to
provide a complete human experience is part
of the challenge. There is also Vox.com which
often takes story telling to another level of
aesthetic. Of course, Al Jazeera has long been
an innovator in news and the channel AJ+ is
quickly reshaping how we consume, share and
talk about stories that affect us.
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Why did you start The Daily Vox?
Khadija Patel and I started The Daily Vox
because we believed there was a space in the
South African mediascape for stories about
people, especially young South Africans. We
have found that, although we have some
splendid publications in the country, few speak
to (or for) young people. So the idea was
to go back to the basics of journalism: hold
leaders to account, amplify citizens’ voices, tell
stories in the public interest with some spunk
and imagination. And that meant working
with young people starting out in journalism,
training them, working with them and learning
from them about the stories that mattered to
their generation. But our idea is not to sit on
the sidelines, we want to be the heartbeat of a
young, changing South Africa.

Azad Essa is a journalist at Al Jazeera,
covering Sub-Saharan Africa. He is the cofounder of The Daily Vox. Follow Azad on
Twitter: @azadessa
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Disruption

Make Way For
Social
media word
of mouth will
continue to
be the brand
holy grail in
the next couple
of years, but the
media landscape
is going to look
different, radically
different.
Mike Sharman, the
founder of Retroviral,
predicts the future of
digital content and wordof-mouth, and offers some
insights to brands that
want to get in on the
action.
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H

umans have always been social
creatures, but technology is changing
the way we gossip and share. Social
media is, of course, the ultimate
water cooler moment or what Mike
Sharman would call a “braai on steroids”.
“Social engagement is all about creating
shareable moments, and memes are very much
our new currency for sharing,” says Sharman,
explaining how people connect through spaces
like Twitter and Facebook, and how things
become popular or viral.
The big opportunity for brands is that they
can now look at and step into these social
media conversations, but will see a radically
changed media landscape in coming years.
“Word of mouth online is basically like cutting
into and entering the braai scenario. Before
the birth of social media, brands have been all
about disruption, so it’s a big step change,”
says the founder of Retroviral, which helps
brands to spread their message through digital
word-of-mouth.
And what is the great disruption of media,
news brands and digital content all about?
Mike Sharman says that the time has come for
citizen journalists to truly embrace their power
by disrupting the entire media landscape.
“Bloggers are publishers and that’s going to
change the entire media landscape. There are
no more rules and structure - the notion of a
traditional media house has been completely
subverted,” he says.
“The old days of the Murdochs of the world with
teams and teams of journalists that all subscribe
to a common paycheque with a common
goal in terms of real quality and deadlines has
gone. People are publishers and are their own
publishing houses and will make up the new
media rules.”
Sharman warns media traditionalists that this will
come with a whole new business model. “The
change we are seeing now is that there are a lot
more paid media opportunities as opposed to
earned opportunities. Traditionally, journalists
would be paid by an editor or publishing house
or news brand to cover a story. But the bloggers
and online influencers have moved in and are
making a reasonable living reporting news,
covering the niche and creating media as is their
wont.”
“Like journalists, bloggers also need to pay
their own bills, cover costs and even make
money, so to do this they intersperse editorial

content with great ‘viral’ content, and actual
paid content. What this means is a blurring of
editorial and paid content in some cases, which
definitely is a disruptor of old media traditions,”
Sharman says. The owner of Retroviral Digital
Communications says that great content will
always rise to the top.
“Loads more people will try their hand at
publishing, but there’ll also be a lot more
failures. But the move is to bloggers becoming
publishers, and becoming a much stronger
force in the media industry,” says the man
behind Webfluential, which connects influential
bloggers to brands. Sharman is co-founder
of The African Blogger Awards which aims to
acknowledge the top African talents in the
world of social media influencers, bloggers,
YouTubers and Instagrammers.
Sharman also predicts the emergence of two
diverse streams of content creation. “Going
forward we will see a bigger dichotomy linked
to length. There will always be a market for
long form journalism — people will increasingly
enjoy in-depth, powerful opinion pieces from
good journalists and more longer form work and
narratives. But there is a definite trend to people
who want to consume shorter pieces. We’ll also
see the growth of technology platforms like
Medium,” says Sharman.
Medium was established by Biz Stone and Evan
Williams — the co-founders of Twitter, and is
a what-you-see-is-what-you-get [WYSIWYG]
content-publishing platform. “Medium’s a
fantastic example of understanding people’s
relationship with time and consuming content.
On Medium you’ve got great pieces of content,
but you’re also told how long it will take you to
read the story.”
The future of technology, says Sharman, is
personalisation and technology that listens
and anticipates. “We’re not too far away from
a Minority Report type world where our retinas
are scanned, and assimilating information is
all about delivering better, more personalised
service. This will look like artificial intelligence
interfaces or robots or digital billboards
speaking to us in a world where everything
is tailored to what we want and need,” says
Sharman.
The watchword for the future? “Relevance,”
says Sharman, who adds that this is all about
doing what’s important for your customer, rather
than what matters to the brand. “Relevance,”
Sharman reiterates, “is everything”.

@mikesharman self describes as the founder
of @retroviral as well as @webfluenti_al and
@african_blogger. Sharman says he’s always in
search of #ROA - return on awesome
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interval.
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The Future of

Public Relations
is heading into a
crisis, and it’s not the
economy – it’s the
sorry state of tertiary
institutions, churning
out PR ‘graduates’
who are ill-equipped
for the industry.
By Rachel Irvine,
MD of Irvine Bartlett.
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When I was working as a financial journalist,
I always rather fancied the job of an
economist. They never seem to have to
commit to any firm opinions. Have you ever
noticed how, when they’re asked to predict
what will happen in a market, economists
invariably answer by sketching out two
scenarios of the future which may or may not
play out?
I suspect this is because smart economists have
learned the downside to crystal-ball gazing. If
your predictions are wrong then your shame will
live on in print and cyberspace forever.
As a rule I subscribe to the ‘economist club’
when it comes to opining on the future of my
industry – or that of any other. In fact, I’d rather
listen to Barry Manilow on repeat for the rest
of my life than write one of those awful ‘the
future is digital’ articles or (heaven help me),
the ubiquitous ‘this time content really is king’
missives that seem to plague industry journals.
I do, however, care very deeply about the
future of PR and specifically the talent pool that
emerges to work in the industry.
And I think it’s in trouble.
Irvine Bartlett is almost five years old and we’re
now a mid-sized agency, pulling in decent blue
chip clients; so our recruitment needs have
evolved to the point where we require every
level of skill and experience. By that I mean we
now need everyone from an intern all the way
through to experienced account directors who
can kick the proverbial and take names.
I’ve turned to drink more than once in my
frustration over recruitment, particularly as it
pertains to more junior staff. And I’ve tried every
well-worn avenue, from advertising to peer
referral to specialist recruitment firms.
But the skill I need just isn’t there.
The truth I’ve had to face—and I know I’m
not alone in thinking this—is that tertiary
qualifications for the Public Relations industry in
South Africa are utterly pants. They are not fit
for purpose because these colleges are simply
not producing graduates who understand what
will be required of them in a career in Public
Relations.
One expects that there will always be a degree
of distance between the academic textbook and
commercial reality, but the distance in the PR
industry is so wide as to be preposterous.

By way of example: the graduate who,
when asked about their writing competency,
proclaimed: “Yes, we covered writing in our
second year.” Then there was the job applicant
who boasted of his four-year degree in Public
Relations but could not name four men’s lifestyle
magazines in South Africa because, as he put it,
“you didn’t say there was going to be a test.”
These are not one-off anecdotes either. I’m
presented time and again with graduates’
academic qualifications telling me that they
consistently scored upwards of 60% across
all subject disciplines, when it’s clear that
they have no media knowledge, struggle to
prepare cogent written material and have no
real understanding of why Public Relations is of
value to business.
And it’s not the graduates’ fault. The kids are all
right. They simply need to receive the education
they’re paying for. But frankly, I don’t see that
happening any time soon and I’m too damn
busy running a growing business to go on
any crusade to improve the quality of tertiary
qualifications for the Public Relations Industry.
I don’t have time for that fight.
The sober reality is that recruitment will continue
to get a whole lot more expensive because we
are going to have to ‘grow our own’ if we want
to stay competitive and ensure any level of
succession planning.
The mega-agencies have—to a greater or lesser
extent—had internal training programmes for
ages, because their inherent infrastructure and
scale allows it, but small and mid-sized agencies
(which make up the bulk of the industry in South
Africa) haven’t really ever budgeted for the
formalised and intensive newbie-and-beyond
training that is increasingly necessary.
But to survive and compete, smaller agencies
are going to have to re-examine budgets and
even staffing levels, to allow for client work
execution and proper time to train and shape
new talent. The impact this will have on margins
and, by implication, pricing, cannot be ignored.
While digital disruption to media and
communication methods and platforms is a real
and pressing issue facing the industry globally,
here in South Africa, I believe our future owes
more to an investment that PR business owners
will need to make in the 3 Rs.

Rachel Irvine, extreme right walking the dog, with her team at Irvine Bartlett.

Rachel Irvine is MD of Irvine Bartlett,
a full-service Public Relations company.
She has more than 15 years experience
working as a communications professional.
She spent the first years of her career
crafting output across print, radio,
television and online mediums. She counts
organisations such as e-tv, Radio KFM
and Sky Business Television as previous
employers. Rachel offers clients a rare
mix of business and media insight which
ensures that she is able to offer strategy
that resonates both with a client’s business
objectives and media agendas.
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Measuring up
measurement
in 2015
By Francois van Dyk

You can thank Edward
Louis Bernays for bacon.
Considered by many to be
the father of modern public
relations, Bernays gained
renown for many campaigns.
His master-stroke? Promoting
bacon as a breakfast food.
By using a medical ‘authority’ to validate the
benefits of a heavy, protein-rich breakfast,
Bernays helped persuade Americans to
exchange their customary toast and coffee
breakfast for eggs and bacon. By so doing
he created what we now call the ‘traditional’
breakfast. But this was nothing more than a
PR campaign to promote the struggling pork
industry of the 1920s.

“Price is what you pay.
Value is what you get.”

-Warren Buffett

Bernays’ idea was to create events that
dramatised new concepts so spectacularly
that the ideas being promoted would easily
get noticed, and broadly be accepted by the
public. Often referred to a the ‘father of public
relations’, Bernays believed that public relations
was better able to influence society than
advertising with its paid-for messages that he
deemed transparently self-promoting.

Edward Bernays, the father of public relations.
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Decades later the PR industry which Bernays
helped pioneer is still determined to entrench
the position that editorial content is more
valuable than paid-for advertising. Many in
the industry, in an attempt to determine ROI,
still use questionable methodologies such as
advertising value equivalents (AVEs), which are
based on an advertising rate card value. An
even worse practice is to multiply the AVE by
various questionable multipliers to create a PR
Value - as editorial content is supposedly more
credible than paid-for campaigns.
And what about negative reporting? Is that
also worth the tens of thousands of rand, or
even hundreds of thousands in advertising
value equivalents? Predictably brand owners
are sceptical about these measurements – they
rather want to see the ‘bacon’ flying off the
shelves.
To see how the PR measurement debate will
play out in the future, Ornico has asked global
communications measurement leaders their
views.
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Lawrence Gikaru, head of Kenya’s public
relations association (APReCom) believes
that measurement is a critical function
for practitioners. But outdated traditional
measurement standards like press clippings,
AVEs and PR multipliers don’t cut it any longer.
These supposed ‘values’ are calculated based
on traditional advertising rate cards and are
an indication of cost versus value – not the
same thing. Not all investments in PR deliver a
guaranteed return on investment (ROI); some
incur losses.
Extracting value from big data
“Information scope is steadily rising and we
should be able to navigate in this immense
information space. Therefore, Big Data in media
measurement is one of the landmark trends.
This trend features two relevant aspects,” says
Evgeniy Larionov, the CEO of Ex Libris, the
Russian media research agency specialising in
media analysis and PR evaluation.
“The first is about the development of
technology to improve Big Data usability and
clarity of representation. It is vital not only to
collect and organise the data, but to visualise it
in an easily comprehensible way.”

“The second trend covers improvements in
solutions for the automated analysis of huge
numbers of texts. Currently, linguists and IT pros
merge their efforts, introducing technologies
capable of summarising a text and assessing
its sentiment, which allows stakeholders to
automate text analysis. Today these solutions...
are quite crude when compared to qualitative
human performance and cannot provide fully
automated in-depth analysis. I believe that in
the very near future we will witness a quality
breakthrough and the emergence of new
systems for automated data analysis, which will
herald tremendous changes in this sphere.”
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Taking the true value of PR to the top

Industry consolidation
Barry Leggetter, CEO of the International
Association for the Measurement and Evaluation
of Communication (AMEC), believes a key trend
in measurement will be more consolidation in
the sector. This activity will be driven by a need
for companies to expand their geographic
footprint and to be able to offer top clients
and organisations international expertise and
coverage.
Benchmarks and standards

Breaking down the silos
One of the biggest issues that impacts
communications measurement is integration. In
the near future communications and advertising
professionals will need to work closely with IT,
financial and other teams.
“We are seeing the end of traditional silos.
Marketing and PR are collaborating far more,
while social and traditional media are being
integrated at the campaign and measurement
level. It’s becoming critical to report on paid,
earned and owned together, in order to provide
a holistic view,” says John Croll, the CEO of
leading Asia-Pacific media intelligence company
Isentia.

Although the establishment of The Barcelona
Principles of Measurement in 2010 heralded
a new era for the communications industry, its
practical implementation has been daunting.
Jeremy Thompson, AMEC chairman and CEO of
Gorkana Group, the global media intelligence
company, believes that, “standardising an
approach to measurement and educating
the market will drive the greatest take up of
measurement in the coming year.” To support
the industry AMEC will be running various
initiatives in 2015 to educate the market on the
new measurement principles.
With global efforts underway to identify,
standardise and implement PR measurement
best practices, the public relations world could
well be entering a new golden age.

Francois van Dyk (@sbalie) heads
up Operations at Ornico, the Brand
Intelligence research company. He studied
and taught public relations before entering
the world of media research. Van Dyk is
an extreme news junkie who is passionate
about media. He occasionally plays bass.
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The
Future
of Radio

“Radio is one of the greatest
mediums man ever created,”
says Matjiu who believes the extensive
reach of the medium and the powerful
stories it can share
make radio timeless.
Matjiu speaks to The
Future By Design.

by Benedict Matjiu

How is radio changing?
In short, very slowly. Given the age of
technology that we live in, I don’t think radio
stations, presenters or producers are moving
fast enough to keep it as a cool broadcast
medium. Over the last 18-36 months we’ve
seen online radio making a mark locally;
whether it becomes the new mass broadcast
benchmark is another story.

What will radio look like in
the next few years?
I believe radio will stay the same for the most
part, purely because of the convenience.
Hop in your car and you have a radio, take
a run around the block and your phone has
a radio (or your own music), while sitting
behind your desk at work, chances are you’re
listening to the radio.
More and more we’ll see online radio
becoming something that people actively
pursue, and thereafter podcasts will be the
big thing if not already. We may also see
more to choose from in the coming years;
where we’re currently limited to x amount of
talk stations and x number of music stations,
people who have the ability and know-how
to broadcast and create from home will do
so.

What do brands need to
know about changes in radio?
Brands need to stop selling and start
becoming part of the conversations and
content. Though brands pay our salaries
through scheduled commercials, what
they should look to do is be part of what
is happening in show content, therefore
allowing the show hosts to naturally speak
about the brands, versus forced 4 minute
spaces made up of ads that may not even be
heard by a missed target market.

How is streaming audio
shaping up?
Streaming, in my opinion, is taking off. With
data rates improving and internet access in
homes improving all the time, listeners are
now able to stream their favourite stations
locally and internationally.
A simple download of an app opens up a
world of incredible information, music and
listening pleasure. Apps like TuneIn Radio
allow for instant access to playlists and radio
stations that we previously had no clue
about.

How is technology
changing radio?
Access and speed are probably two of
the biggest factors that influence radio.
Access to social media creates a whole
new dimension to radio. We now speak in
hashtags and trending topics on air. With the
access comes speed, speed with which to
avail oneself to the vast array of information,
people and interests. What was hot at 9am is
dead by midday.
Technology also enhances the listener
experience through multiple levels of
interaction. Gone are the days when phone
calls and SMSs were used to converse
with listeners. The listeners are now active
participants in the show.

How influential are the
new brands like Vice [Noisey]
becoming?
Once upon a time, we dreamed of a time
when we could wake up in the morning
and have access to music that we love, but
wanted more artists who would create the
sounds we wanted. Today is that day, thanks
to brands like Vice. A quick click through
a site or browse through an app opens up
gigs of artists, labels and music — perhaps a
good place for brands to start placing their
alluring offerings.

Benedict Matjiu is a radio producer at 5FM and has worked as a marketing
consultant for some of South Africa’s top agencies. Follow him on Twitter: @BenMatjiu.
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Mobile Changes
Everything
The future of design for
pervasive mobile phones in
Africa puts humans at the
very centre of technology.

Smartphones have become cheaper in Africa,
and much more pervasive. International Data
Corporation’s (IDC) Handsets Tracker released
end April 2015 shows unprecedented growth
for smartphones in Africa and the Middle East,
with a year-on-year growth of 83% for 2014.
Phehello Mofokeng, the founder and head
of Geko Labs, believes that when it comes to
the future of marketing and design, mobile is
the great discombobulator that will change
everything.

... mobile is the great
discombobulator that will
change everything ...

“Mobile is disrupting everything, but to
understand mobile as a technology and
to understand where it is going, one must
appreciate the relationship between technology
and humanity. If you are designing for mobile,
which you should be because mobile phones
are so pervasive, humans must be placed at
the centre of the technology. In other words,
the technology must be completely human,”
Mofokeng says.
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To illustrate his thinking, Mofokeng offers the
example of Uber. A US based company that’s
taken the world by storm, Uber is a mobile app
that networks drivers and enables people to hail
rides from nearby vehicles. Created in 2009 and
launched in 2010, Uber doesn’t see itself as a
transportation company, interestingly enough,
but a technology company.
“Uber is incredibly well designed and
intelligently thought through because it places
humans at the centre of technology. The
humans at the centre of the service are the user
[the person who needs a ride] and the driver
[the person who offers the transport]. When one
experiences the service it makes you believe
that you are the centre of the experience,
regardless of whether you are the user or the
transport,” Mofokeng explains.

The creative lead at Nanu Media and founder
of branding and publishing company Geko
Labs, Mofokeng says brands should look to
open source standards and philosophies for the
future. “Here I am not talking about the free
aspect of this model, but rather the openness
of open source. People who use a brand should
have the freedom to change it. One should
be able to buy a brand and remodel it in one’s
own image. Of course brands should protect
their assets, but they should actively encourage
clients to remodel or mash or work with the
brand, and to even remake it in the customer’s
own image.”
“The future is human and open - it is less about
corporate control, and more about brand
sharing,” says Mofokeng.

“Mobile is extremely personal - our cellular
phones are very personal to us and have
become an intimate part of our daily
experience. A mobile phone is all about how
we connect to and see the world, and how
the world sees us,” he says. “In mobile if you
don’t place the customer at the center of the
experience or technology, what you’re doing
isn’t likely to be useful or well used. The future
is all about intensifying this or getting as close
to perfecting this experience as possible,”
Mofokeng adds.

... technology lives in service
of humanity, and when we
place humanity at the centre
of technology that society can
change for the better ...
“The French Buddhist monk, Matthieu Ricard,
once said that ‘Western science is a major
response to minor needs’. I like to think that
technology is a ‘major response to minor
needs’. That technology lives in service of
humanity, and when we place humanity at the
centre of technology that society can change for
the better,” Mofokeng says.
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Mind The

Nadine Heidrich

by Justin Bu
s

Society’s inclination to wait for a service
or product is diminishing year by year.
Any brand that can reduce the time gap to
market (or make the wait more productive
or entertaining) will be rewarded with
customer loyalty.

h

Surviving the
waiting game

Gap!
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‘invisible’, and your company comes across as a
faceless, monolithic machine that wants to gouge
as much money from its customers as it can.

What
innovations
are brands
coming up with to
manage the time
gap?

There are two
or three options:
the first is to
use technology to
leapfrog the queue.
Some examples:

mao_lini

In the USA the Square
app enables you to preorder your coffee so that it is
ready when you arrive. The app uses a location
tracker so that it knows where you are. Using
this data, it knows when to send the pre-order
to the coffee shop, so that the coffee is ready
by the time you arrive. The app’s prediction
also keeps your cup of coffee from sitting on a
counter long enough to get cold. Starbucks has
released a competing app, and Taco Bell has
its own app for pre-ordering and paying for a
drive-thru meal.

I

n South Africa we are often faced with
the irritation of unavoidable waiting, just
in the daily commute – traffic jams due
to accidents, potholes or traffic lights not
working, be it from electricity outages or just
service incompetence. Some people “zone
out” to talk-radio, others listen to audio books
or podcasts, and some spend time looking for
shortcuts.
Call centres are the bane of most people’s lives.
When ordering a phone line from Telkom, one
can listen to the same snippet of muzak looped
over and over for an hour before the call is
picked up, or you give up trying. In this day and
age that’s just not acceptable, especially when
the alternative channel of using the website is
simply nonfunctional. And some of the other
telecommunications companies aren’t much
better.
This has given rise to new service providers
who offer to take the pain of waiting away from
you – they will wait in the queue on your behalf
to source the answers you require. Well, that’s
an entrepreneurial idea, but it doesn’t solve the
problem: call centres make your customers feel

All your efforts to redirect or capture the market
will come to nought if the promise doesn’t match
the experience. This opens up opportunities for
competitors to do it better and faster.
Thirdly, if waiting is unavoidable and the
customer is ‘captive’, how can we fill the gap
with services or information which will be to the
benefit of the consumer? Some banks have TV
screens showing humorous shorts and updates
on the cricket scores. By comparison, a bank
I visited recently had very loud promotional
videos blasting the waiting area; it must
have repeated ten times while I waited for a
consultant. When I complained to the consultant
she just shrugged and blamed the manager.
So, care to guess which bank I’m planning on
switching to?
If you can say to your customer: “We hate
having to make you wait, but here’s a video clip
to watch, or a game to play while you do,” your
customer will feel that you understand his/her
needs better – which leads to a greater sense of
empathy and loyalty.

In South Africa, the Waze app is starting to catch
on, as it provides a real-time, crowd-sourced
GPS system that warns of bad traffic situations.

Modern technology can—and should—provide
feedback to the customer on their progress. It’s
bad enough having to wait, but why should one
have to wait ‘in the dark’?

One of the advantages that Uber has over
conventional private taxis, is the quicker
response time the system normally provides,
especially in dense urban areas.

How will you fill the gap? Or will your
competitors do this for you to gain a
competitive edge over your brand?

A second strategy is to provide a multitiered service that allows for ‘fast-laning’.
And it’s not just about express checkouts at
the supermarket – Swedish amusement park
Liseberg released an app to go with its new
Helix rollercoaster. Attendees can play the free
game while waiting in the queue, and every 15
minutes the player with the highest score gets a
pass to the front of the line.
Again, technology can play a part. Low cost
airline Kulula.com encourages clients to check
in online, resulting in faster, shorter queues at
the airport.
But if you are going to redirect consumers to
alternative channels make sure you can deliver
on your promises – is it truly more convenient
and faster? And are you being sensitive to your
customers in the ‘normal’ lane, or are you just
drawing attention to sub-standard service?

Justin Bush heads up the analysis
department at Ornico, and is responsible
for providing insight into brand
reputations, as well as delivering brand
intelligence. Contact Justin by emailing
him at justinb@ornicogroup.co.za
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play.
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Going Legit
the future of
entertainment
in Africa
Africa has a population of just over a billion people.
Close on ten percent of Africa’s population are internet users, which
realises a market of well over 297.8

million connected people.

A research report from Ericsson shows that mobile data is on the rise.
“Mobile data usage in sub-Saharan Africa
doubled between 2012 and 2013, according
to a report from Ericsson, providing huge
opportunities for mobile service providers,
telecommunication equipment manufacturers
and software developers,” reports Mobile
Marketing Magazine. Ericsson, the global tech
communications company based in Sweden,
predicts that mobile data usage in the region
will double annually year on year for at least the
next six years.

... mobile data usage in the
region will double annually
year on year for at least the
next six years ...

Chike Maduegbuna [centre] with a cheque for $25,000
- the prize he received winning the first Google Android
Developers Challenge for Sub-Saharan Africa.
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This is great news for a brand like Afrinolly,
the mobile app that puts entertainment ‘in
people’s pockets’, particularly given that
Afrinolly believes that the future of African film
is all about mobile streaming. The Future By
Design speaks to Afrinolly about their business
and about the future of streaming content and
entertainment in Africa.
The biggest issue that this industry will face
now, and in the future, is piracy. “Every year,
African film makers lose millions of dollars (no)
thanks to movie piracy. It’s a complex matrix
of legal and socio-economic issues. But what if
we could get around some of these problems,
and actually help local film makers reap the
benefits of their creativity, and develop the
African film industry further?” asks Chike
Maduegbuna, entrepreneur, founder and
CEO of FansConnectOnline Limited (aka FCO
Limited) and the brains behind Afrinolly.
Afrinolly believes that the future for film in Africa
is making film content available on mobile
devices in well-protected formats that will allow
the majority of people to stream or download
content without being able to pirate it.

“Piracy today is indicative of a behavioral shift in
consumer demand for content; a shift towards
an on-demand or on-the-go consumption
powered by technological changes in the form
of smart devices,” says Maduegbuna, who
believes that secure digital apps and platforms
that provide filmmakers and content owners
with a means to safely distribute their content to
consumers via their mobile devices, protected
by the best of today’s content distribution
technologies, are what will bring sustainability
to the African film sector.

Chike Maduegbuna speaking at Afrinolly’s Cinema For
Change campaign, which aims to inspire socially aware movie
making in Africa.

Because consumer taste and
preferences keep changing, a
mobile platform gives us the
flexibility to adapt to these
needs and incorporate new
experiences from global trends.
“By adopting the use of mobile phone
technology and offering a relevant solution
to filmmakers, we have been able to give
filmmakers a complementary option to the
traditional distribution channels. Because
consumer taste and preferences keep changing,
a mobile platform gives us the flexibility to
adapt to these needs and incorporate new
experiences from global trends,” Maduegbuna
explains.
The Afrinolly app has been downloaded 4
million times, and currently has an index of over
2000 movies and trailers. “Besides movies, we
also have many short films produced in the
African movie market, African music videos,
comedy skits, series, celebrity news and
Bollywood movies.”

Connect with Afrinolly online by going to http://www.afrinolly.com/ or find Afrinolly on Twitter at @Afrinolly
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What do marketers need
to know about games?

Photograph: “Gamer Chick “ Mustafa Sayed

Put
Your
Gameface
On!

Video games are big business. Anybody in
the industry will gleefully tell you that video
games earn more money every year than the
film industry does. With global annual earnings
of over $76 billion, they’re not wrong – and
forecasts expect that to go up by 10 billion over
the next 50 years. Gamers, it seems, have a
great deal of expendable income.
The fact that the gamer demographic is
not actively marketed at by anyone other
than the games industry is mind-boggling.
It’s likely caused by a number of pervasive
misconceptions. Chief among those is the belief
that games are for kids. The truth is that the
average person who identifies as a gamer is
over 30 years old, and has been playing video
games for over 15 years. For them, gaming is
more of a lifestyle than it is a hobby.
Another chief misconception is that the
demographic is primarily male. An audience
breakdown reveals a nearly even split, with
women over the age of 18 actually representing
the game-playing population more than 17 year
old males.

Gaming is also not quite the solitary experience
it’s often perceived to be. More than half of
the people who play games do it with other
people, whether in person or online. Games are
increasingly becoming a connected and social,
emergent experience, flooding media networks
like Twitter and Facebook with game invites,
shared pictures and videos. They’re the sort of
thing young adults chat about, displacing TV
and film at the proverbial “water cooler.” In fact,
games are becoming the water cooler – not just
the topic of discussion, but also the venue for
it.Gamers who engage this way online, on social
media networks and forums are always looking
for new ways to connect and engage with each
other – discussing not just games,but politics,
current events, trends and day-to-day life.

The truth is that the average
person who identifies as a
gamer is over 30 years old, and
has been playing video games
for over 15 years. For them,
gaming is more of a lifestyle
than it is a hobby.

Video games are big. Bigger than big.
Think of an adjective that describes
colossal and they’ll be bigger than that.
As the US economy idles, the games
industry is an engine on nitrous. Late
last year the Entertainment Software
Association announced that the video
game industry grew at a rate four times
faster than the economy of the US. The
Future By Design gets advice on what
brands and marketers need to know
about games from the managing editor
of LazyGamer.net, Geoffrey Tim.
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Describe the relationship between
big brands and gamers.
Big brands and personalities have of course
attempted to capitalise on gaming’s popularity,
with differing degrees of success. It’s not
something new either. Since the 1980s, brands
have plastered their logos all over hastily
made games hoping to weasel their way into
consumer hearts and minds. It makes sense.
Marketers have to meet consumers where they
are already active, and now consumers spend
half their lives buried in their phones.
It’s seen the rise of the advergame; small,
casual, mobile games that blend entertainment
and advertising, commissioned by brands that
hope they will go viral on Facebook, or rise to
the tops of mobile gaming charts.
As far as traditional advertising and product
placement go, two big international brands
immediately spring to mind where gaming is
concerned; Doritos and Mountain Dew. For
years, Mountain Dew used the term “Game
Fuel” to market their soft drinks to the videogaming subculture, later launching entire
product ranges aimed directly at gamers.
Doritos, likewise, has been inextricably linked
with gaming, perhaps helping perpetuate the
myth that gamers are an unhealthy, slovenly lot.
It’s starting to change, with bigger, dare I say
more illustrious brands realising that games
aren’t just for children. Recently, Mercedes Benz
partnered with Nintendo to offer digital versions
of the luxury automaker’s iconic cars in Mario
Kart.
It’s worth keeping in mind though that gamers
are sensitive to any sort of advertising that they
feel exploits their hobby, or their passion for it.

How has gaming evolved
over the past decade?
With Moore’s Law still very much in effect,
traditional console and computer games
obviously look better, have better artificial
intelligence and offer more realistic experiences,
rich with cinematic storytelling. More
importantly, the hardware limitations that kept
gaming confined to dedicated gaming systems
are gone. With those barriers removed, we’ve
seen video games break out from the confines

of consoles and computers to phones and
tablets. As a result, we’ve seen changes in the
way that games are sold, marketed and even
made.
Many games are free to play or try, which has
been a tremendous shift away from games
that were only available for purchase or by
subscription. This has dramatically increased
the variety of games available, so players are
now trying more and more games that they
download to their devices, rather than sticking
to just one or two games they’ve bought from
a brick-and-mortar store. These games make
their money by offering in-app purchases and
micro-transactions, selling extra lives and digital
resources at 99 cents a pop.
It’s seen the rise of pop-culture phenomena
like Angry Birds, Minecraft and Candy Crush;
quick and often simple – but constantly updated
- games that just about everybody plays when
they’d otherwise just be twiddling their thumbs.
In some ways, it’s also like a devolution. It’s
steering games away from being products, and
more about being services that aim to nurture
long-term engagement.

Marketers have to meet
consumers where they are
already active, and now
consumers spend half
their lives buried in their
phones.

What does the future of
gaming look like?
Wherever there’s bleeding edge, revolutionary
technology, there’s inevitably somebody trying
to use it to make video games better, more
interactive and more immersive. The next big
thing in video games, if the ebullience within
the gaming industry is any indication, is the
revival of virtual reality: immersive, multisensory
experiences that simulate physical presence
within a virtual world. It’s a trend that pops up
every decade or so, but the technology is finally
at a stage where the frame rates, visuals and
latency are sufficient to produce convincing,
whole body virtual experiences.
The other side of that is Augmented Reality; an
extra layer of information overlaid on top of our
own reality in real time, enriching the real world
with digital information, 3D models, videos and
other media.
Since games have existed, game developers
have been trying to breach the uncanny valley,
creating virtual characters that look and behave
as people would. Although we’re still not even
T he F u t u re B y D esig n
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There’s a game for everybody, it
just might not have been made
yet. With more people making
games, more people will be
playing them.

close—and as we edge closer to authenticity,
the tiny inaccuracies become increasingly
disturbing—I do think in the near future we’ll
see digital people that closely resemble real
people. Imagine looking into the eyes of a video
game character and knowing that they have
lied to you, or that they’re scared, or that they
love you. Coupled with virtual and augmented
reality, it could happen.
Of course, games don’t need to be realistic,
big budget experiences. Thanks to the internet
making distribution of games significantly easier,
more people are making and releasing games,
giving rise to a new wave of independent game
developers, who are freer to experiment with
the types of game experiences they create.
There’s a game for everybody, it just might not
have been made yet. With more people making
games, more people will be playing them.

Photograph: “Super Blast Mario “ JD Hancock

Any other thoughts?
It’s important to consider the gamer
demographic as a house divided; though there’s
a certain overlap, the traditional “core” gamer
who gorges on games and games media is
derisive towards the casual or mobile gamer,
who’s scarcely aware that the other exists. Some
exist in a single-game bubble: professional
gamers who play just one game; bored
housewives who play naught but Farmville or
Candy Crush; sports fanatics who buy expensive
gaming systems just so they can kick around
a digital ball in the latest annualised football
game. Instead of one games industry, there
are rather several, each operating according
to its own logic, so it’s important to know your
audience.

No matter which box they’re in though, gamers
are engaged, and ripe for marketing – and
fun can blur the line between marketing and
entertainment. Gamers as a whole are ready
and willing consumers, wanting to not just play
games, but watch other people play games.
Sites like Twitch, where people can tune in to
watch other people play games have exploded
in popularity. In fact, Twitch ranks fourth in US
internet traffic - ahead of sites like Facebook.
Felix Kjellberg, known on YouTube as
PewDiePie, earns over $4 million a year from
the ads on his unfathomably popular YouTube
channel. He’s garnered over 8 billion video
views and 35 million subscribers. For what? For
talking, screaming, and swearing on camera
while playing games.
“With so many eyeballs and so much time
spent, it’s making gaming as an entertainment
expression a very attractive media platform,”
says Matt Wolf, Global Head of Gaming for The
Coca-Cola Company. That such a job title even
exists should tell you everything you need to
know about how important a market segment
gaming is.

Geoffrey Tim tweets his own
tweets and self describes as ‘old,
grumpy and more than just a little
cynical’. When not on his quest to
find games as masterful as Super
Mario Bros 3 - the first to truly
blow his mind - Tim is the managing
editor of LazyGamer.net. Find Tim
on Twitter: @WobblyOnion
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Got Game?

Video games, otherwise known as computer games (although the computer in this case
could be anything from an Xbox to a cellphone), are big business. Cukia aka “Sugar”
Kimani of Soup With Bits takes a shot at predicting the future of games in South Africa.
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The future of game design is exploring how
you can reach a diverse audience of people.
Instead of focusing on really core gamers, we’re
focusing on interaction with people who don’t
stereotypically play games. The casual market
right now looks really good, because they’re
appealing to audiences that don’t want to sit
in front of a computer screen or a TV, but are
exploring games in different interactive media.

It’s mobile, Jim, but not as we know it

Mobile right now, in terms of cellphones and
tablets, is oversaturated. I think that there are
exciting developments to be made in other
devices, especially wearable technology and
Virtual Reality. If you look at Google Glass, there
are minimal games for it at the moment, but
devices like that could open up more avenues
for interesting game design that will attract that
audience that doesn’t necessarily play games.
Or there’s the new Apple Watch – I saw a game
being developed by Bossa Studios that uses
the Apple Watch, whereby you play as a spy,
getting a little notification via your watch which
then allows you to decide what the spy should
do. So for me this is the new frontier to explore
in the future of game design.

Spy_Watch by Bossa Games

Diversification

Howto?

Galactic Missile Defence by Black Sheep Games

It’s easier now than ever before to get started
in game design. There are a lot of good
tools at the moment, such as GameMaker,
Construct 2 and Unity, that don’t necessarily
need programming knowledge. The fact is,
game design is not necessarily about being
able to program, it’s about being able to create
interesting experiences.

Marketing Potential

It’s very important for marketers to take games
seriously, especially as an advertising tool. Right
now, I don’t think advertisers have cottoned
on to the potential for games to be used by
brands in innovative ways. Instead of cloning
an existing game with branding plastered
over it, or serving ads on free apps, marketers
should think about using augmented reality, for
example, or social gaming.
There are other ways that one could also look
at it in how games can be used. In the US, a lot
of big brands are learning to ‘gamify’ aspects of
training for in-house software.

It’s very important for
marketers to take games
seriously, especially as
an advertising tool.
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Gadgets & gizmos

Death’s Gambit by White Rabbit

We have what I call a DIY culture right now, looking at custom
controllers. At the moment, you have a certain limit in terms of
interfaces that you know your gamer will have – and this can
affect the way you design games. So you’re not stuck with a
keyboard and mouse, or a touch-screen – you could be working
with different sensors in the room, devices like the Eye-Toy, and
the Wii nunchuck. The big revolution, with 3D printing becoming
more accessible, is that people can create their own style of
controller to make with a particular game, which will in turn affect
the game design.

The future is wide open!

Cukia is one half of game design company Soup With Bits.
http://soupwithbits.com Twitter: @SUGBOERIE

Cosmochoria by Nate Schmold

Fenix Rage by Green Lava Studios

Cukia Kimani (right) and Kevin Marais
of Soup With Bits
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As computers become
smarter, the Internet of Things
becomes more pervasive and
Big Data learns about every
aspect of our lives, search will
cease being something we
do, and integrate itself into
everything we do – SEO and
search guru Rafiq Phillips
explains the revolution to
The Future By Design.

on the Future of
Photograph: Credit Pleuntje

i

Rafiq Phillips

What is the future of search – what
will most influence search in the
future?

The future of search is user behaviour. Currently user behaviour revolves around our mobile
phones as we see mobile search eclipsing desktop search, according to Google research.
In the future we’ll see search migrate to
whatever connected device people are using be
it a smart watch or the numerous devices that
are being spawned as part of the Internet of
Things (IoT).
Improved voice assisted services (Google Now,
Miscrosoft Cortana, Apple’s Siri) will see queries
that were usually typed into search boxes being
spoken into mobile devices. Some of these
results will surprise you – Google’s voice-based
app now recognises some 50 commands
or questions, leading to complex sentence
requests such as “Post to Twitter” which will put
the text of your message into Twitter and ask if
you want to send; or “Give me directions to OR
Tambo airport” which will launch Google Maps
and offer you directions.
Over the years of using search engines and
their auxiliary services like maps and mail, all
the while having search engines recording
your location and other preferences, will see
said engines deliver results to you before even
search for it. Context and personalisation (which
search engines have been doing for years) will
be further increased making no person’s search
experience the same as the next.

ii

How will we access content in the
future?

We will want to access content with any device
that connects us to the internet and expect it to
be in a format that is easy to use and consume.
The current trend is responsive design but it
only focusses on viewing and navigation. The
future will see users demanding not only being
able to access content everywhere on every
device but also transact or do business on every
possible IoT device.
What are the technologies that will influence
how we search for information. What will
influence the information that we are
presented?
Currently Links, Social Media, Location, Mobile
and Personalisation are the main influencers
on how we discover through search. In the
future I foresee an increased use of structured
data by search engines to provide you with the
information you need before you even know
you need it. As search engines get smarter we’ll
also see more factors that never influenced
search results before become part of their
algorithms.

iii

What does this mean to brands and
branding?

Having a well established brand can only benefit
your search marketing efforts. Users recognise
brands in search results and are more likely to
click on brands they trust. Building your brand
online is as much a part of search marketing as
the traditional factors.

iv

What does it mean to SEO and search
marketing and creating web sites and
a digital/mobile platform?

Keeping abreast with the constant change in
the search marketing industry is a full time job.
Without continually learning [or hiring someone
who does] as part of your team your mobile/
digital platform could lose or miss out on
potential customers without knowing why.
Rafiq Phillips is in the business of search
marketing, consulting to and training startups
and corporate teams in assisting them to grow
their audience and bottom line through search.
Phillips is a TED Fellow and founder of driver
education platform, idrive.co.za

Find him online:
Blog: http://www.webaddict.co.za/author/rp/
Twitter: @rafiq
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Visual communication is my business making your business talk.

Jacob Lc Erasmus [cellular: 076 711 5037

mail

: jacoblcerasmus@gmail.com]

tion The Future Is Functi
The future will be filled with more cake and less decoration. That’s a prediction from Clayton Sutherland, creative lecturer and academic
head at Red & Yellow, the advertising and marketing school that’s turning brand learning upside down and inside out, to inspire creativity.
TFBD speaks to Sutherland about the future of creativity.
Who are you?
I don the four-cornered hat of academia
(with tassel) in my role as Academic Head
at Red & Yellow, but balance this deftly
with the pork-pie hat of a creative lecturer
in both graphic design and art direction.
Describe how you think.
It seems I have an innate desire to break
anything that prescribes to creativity and
foster this in my students. Nay to pretty
things bereft of an idea even if it’s a
wedding invite or calendar. More cake and
less decoration s’il vous plaît.
How will technology impact creativity
in advertising?
It already has and there has been a tad of
a panic to have what everyone else has,
but now we’re learning how to really use
new technology, rather than tick off the
digital menu with a website, microsite,
app, banner and perky LinkedIn or social
media page.
What change in thinking is needed?
Ironically, not much. It’s still heavily
based on creative, critical conceptual
and strategic decision making. Coming
up with the big idea in industry parlance
and then choosing the appropriate media
channels to best communicate to your
chosen target audience. Consumers now
have the ability to interact with brands so
it’s crucially about creating a dialogue and
engaging with them.

Which ad people will be most sought
after in the future?
It will always be those with ideas, those
who can create well crafted narratives
based on a real consumer insight.
What do people entering the industry
need to know about the future of
creativity?
Creativity has been around for aeons and
change keeps it alive; from frescos to
Facebook it’s seeing these new tools as
now being able to extend and interact way
beyond a magazine ad.
Any other thoughts?
Be brave, be curious and fail at things.
Learn. Then repeat…

Clayton Sutherland is the Academic
Head and Graphic Design and Art Direction
Lecturer at Red & Yellow. Sutherland
previously headed up the Stellenbosch
Academy of Design and Photography
as Programme Director. He also held
the position of Faculty Head of Visual
Communications at AAA Cape Town,
where he lectured final year Graphic Design
students. He finds it most rewarding to see
his students excel in a demanding industry by
securing the positions they most desire. He
also tries to make creative sandwiches for his
daughters each day, in the hope that they will
get eaten.
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@PopTart

Goes Your Culture

Everything gets
recycled, so don’t be
surprised if you see
yesterday’s #TheDress
meme become today’s
advertisement or
tomorrow’s painted
fingernails. That’s the
thinking of writer and
pop culture junkie,
Charl Blignaut, who is a
senior journalist at City
Press and whose work
populates the paper’s
#Trending section.
“Everything we get on our radar is pop. It’s
the way we privileged, wired-up people tune
in,” says Blignaut who describes pop culture
like this: “Everything that is anti-pop (indie,
underground, normcore) is the future pop. Pop
is born from counter-pop. Pop is the capitalist
project that buys the counter-pop and puts a
marked-up price tag on it. Former taboos are
tomorrow’s pop,” Blignaut explains.
For the uninitiated, ’normcore’ is a mash-up
of the words ‘normal’ and ‘hardcore’. It was
brought into being by a group of friends from
Manhattan who realised that trend forecasters
were creating trends instead of making them,
largely because media culture was trend
obsessed.
The group published an arbitrary report of
their own, one chapter of which was headlined
‘Normcore’. A journalist picked up on the
report and wrote about it. ’’Normcore’ became
the subject of debate, and before long it was
a trend and a fixture of popular culture. The
friends subsequently created a trend agency
called K-Hole.
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What is ‘Normcore’? K-Hole describes it thus:
#Normcore finds liberation in being nothing
special, and realizes that adaptability leads
to belonging.
But let’s get back to South Africa, shall we? When
asked whether pop culture could be some sort of
window into what it means to be South African,
Blignaut exclaimed: “Fucking absolutely!”
Pop culture, says Blignaut, “is us”. “It’s
capitalism emerging from struggle. Look, let’s
start with porn. We all watch it, but few of us
admit it or talk about it openly. Guilty pleasures.
True consumption. In SA pop, Afrikaans singers
and films dominate the buy-in. Ka-ching.
Obviously because they are threatened and are
investing in their language and lifestyle. But the
contested black middle class rises. Look out for
SA hip-hop going kaboom.”
“We are in the grip of a wage gap, a gender
gap, a poverty gap, a technology gap,” explains
Blignaut. “There’s pop like Bonang, there’s pop
like the woman who lost her baby in the looting.
There’s pop like the zombie maskandi artist,
there’s pop like Spoek Mathambo’s Control.” In
short pop culture is a mirror into everything that
is here, and happening, and now.
Blignaut warns brands about trying to exploit
pop culture saying: “It will bite you in the ass.”
His advice to brands is to rather “study entropic
cycles, not fashion. But also fashion. Ironically.
Also not.” Contradictory advice but being
relevant is about taking risks, but not being risk
dominant. It is about intuitive flex rather than
rigid rules.
Which brands are relevant from a pop culture
perspective right now? “Brands that speak to
attainable affluence and that deliver on quality,”
Blignaut says stating the reason for this: “We are
all in recession. Value for money and meaning is
becoming more and more important.”
What’s Blignaut’s list of what’s hot right now? “I
like the music and the fashion and the genderblurring and also the photography. We are sooo
fresh out there. Yannick Illunga aka Petite Noir.
On. Dean Hutton. On.”
The Future By Design reckons that Charl
Blignaut is on right now too. Follow him on
Twitter at @sa_poptart

Images of Petite Noir (aka Yannick Ilunga) off his music video ‘Disappear’ by Travys Owen, via http://10and5.com/
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imagine.
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“When the winds of change rise”
says the old Chinese proverb,
“ordinary people build walls, while
extraordinary people
build windmills.”

Type to enter text

Digital technology is sweeping
through the worlds of media
and marketing. Treeshake offers
courses, classes and guided
projects, to harness that power
to grow.

treeshake.com/digitalwindmills

TRANSITIONS
“#luckydean is someone who didn’t exist a couple of years ago.
I birthed myself, named myself, born of the ashes of a woman
called Nadine.
She wasn’t not me, but she was a potential. A potency that would
become this queer being when I decided to stop writing my life
and just let it happen. The script needed to be thrown out and a
new performer cast.
Dean was conceived in New York over a horny, howling month
by the black-latexed hands of sex positive kinky gender nonconforming beings who had named themselves, and fuck the
binary. I am who I say I am and that is different.” - Dean Hutton

“Life is a continuum, creation is re-invention. Queer. Not gay as in
happy, queer as in fuck you, I’m happy.” - Dean Hutton

The future
will not be binary.
Dean Hutton on the rise
and rise of queer culture.
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“The primary reason that I made TRANSITIONS is
because essentially in media we tend to constantly
make work about others, and this can be a process
of othering them.”
“I primarily consider myself as a photojournalist.
The exchange of photojournalism is of other people
and subcultures and experiences outside of oneself,
even if your own experience in what you are
capturing is lacking. But there is only so much you
can communicate outside of yourself without being
proficient. However, turning your lens on yourself is
the antithesis. It is turning the lens on what you are
proficient at, what you can know.”
“The classic image of the detached journalist isn’t
good enough anymore. Photojournalists are just
managing to hide themselves better in the image.”

“The Search for An Authentic Queer is not about
destination. The search is the search. It is a journey
of self-discovery. It is a journey in which there is a
queer Ubuntu – you are only a queer through other
queers. It is through identifying collaborators and
allies, and finding what you love, that one can allow
oneself to live and feel without boundaries.”
“What queer identity is doing is selling queer
identity to queer identified people. It happened
through fashion and styling.”
“Maybe the only space for brands or for marketers
in what’s evolving in the queer arena is to watch.
The only space really is for brands to watch and
to listen and to see what’s happening as it unfolds.
This means that the marketer will be relegated to
the role of voyeur.”
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DEAN HUTTON (b. 1976, ZA) is a
photojournalist and artist who lives and works
in Johannesburg. Ongoing fields of interest
include: Portraiture as co-authorship, Social
media as narrative, Technology as selfreflection, Private narratives, Public conceits
& Queer identity as Body of Work. Dean
works across a number of media including
photography, video, social media and
performance art.
The co-curator of the “not gay as in happy,
Queer as in fuck you Film Festival” launched
in May 2015, Hutton’s work was exhibited at
the LISTE Art Fair (Basel) in June 2014 and
The FNB Joburg Art Fair in August 2014. She
also had a successful solo show at the Goethe
Institut-Johannesburg from November 2014 to
January 2015. In 2013, Hutton was featured in
the collectable art publication Oodee’s edition
titled, POV Female, Johannesburg.
The artist is backed by a 17-year career as an
award-winning photojournalist. Most of Dean’s
career work is concerned with social issues such
as the rights of women and the dispossessed,
and giving voice to those who are rarely
heard above the furore of mainstream media
coverage and middle class indignation.

“Actually I am only truly interesting in telling my own story and
telling stories through my own experience where I have the ability
to participate. Where I am proficient and have some sense of
understanding of the experience.”
“There is a revolution going down in self-identity politics amongst
people who say that they are outside of the binary. There is an
understanding that identity is not fixed, that identity exists on a
continuum. We are not one thing. What we are shifts daily or by
the situation or by virtue of the location we find ourselves in.”
“Trying to pin down identity is no longer good enough. You can no
longer tell people who they are, you can only invite them to reveal
themselves. Identity is improvised and it is location and situation
dependent. People are now acknowledging that being human
means enabling people the freedom to choose who they want to
be. Demanding a consistent identity is oppressive. ”

A Ruth First Fellow, today Hutton provides
regular photojournalism services to the likes
of Bloomberg News, Associated Press as well
as The Guardian, Le Monde, The Observer,
TIME, Marie Claire, The Mail & Globe, TagesAnzeiger, BBC Focus on Africa, the Daily
Telegraph, Aftonbladet, the Sydney Morning
Herald and New Zealand Herald.
As a filmmaker, Hutton’s work was selected for
prestigious film festivals including the African,
Asian and Latin American Film Festival in Milan,
The International Black Documentary Festival,
San Francisco Transgender Film Festival,MIX
NYC Queer Experimental Film Festival and
most recently the Out in Africa Gay & Lesbian
Film Festival.

Find Dean Hutton online at
http://www.2point8.co.za/
Twitter: @2point8photo
Tumblr: http://2point8photo.tumblr.com/
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Selfie Nation
Selfies are like milk, or a milk moustache.
They’re the bread and butter – the daily
staple – of this social media age. If you want
to know how obsessed we are with selfies,
just take a look at the stats. Research from
TechInfographics.com reveals that well over 1
million selfies are taken a day. Most selfies are
shared on Facebook [48% of all selfies shared],
with Twitter next in line. But are selfies about
self-love or narcissism?
“Some people might see selfies as a self-loving
movement, but I see the selfie movement
differently,” says Jozi-based photographer, Lebz
Skywalker. “ I think people are looking inwards,”
he says.

“People think selfies are a recent trend, but
really this isn’t a new phenomenon. Before
photography was invented people were making
their own portraits – they hired painters or
sketch artists to make images or portraits of
themselves. As soon as people could draw
they’ve been making images of themselves, or
paying others to do this,” the photographer
says. “Look at the Middle Ages, all the
kings and queens wanted good images of
themselves,” he adds.
Skywalker believes there’s a healing aspect to
the selfie mania. “If you can look at yourself
in the mirror and be happy with what you
see it is a good thing. Surely people who
are comfortable with themselves are more
integrated, or can be more integrated?” he
asks.

The photographer often does research when
he’s doing shoots – which often involves taking
upmarket clothing brands into the townships
and shooting young people wearing them –
disrupting the notion that luxury brands are only
for the elite and the moneyed. “I do informal
research on selfies all the time. When I ask
people why they take selfies, they respond that
this is about a daily ritual. In Soweto teen girls
tell me they wake up, get ready for school,
but before they go out into the world they will
take a really good selfie. They will bask in the
light and treasure this moment as a ritual for
the rest of the day. It is a ritualistic process that
sets their self-worth and their mood for the day.
This is what has made me start seeing selfies
in a completely different light – as an affirming
movement.”
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Skywalker says traditional photographers have
advised him not to take photographs of himself.
“But then I ask why do we have self-timers on
cameras?” Skywalker laughs. “You have the skill
and time to do this, so why not? Particularly
given technology like Instagram that globally
connects humans across the world through a
single platform with a single vision – sharing
images, including images of oneself. This should
be used as a prototype platform where people
can view each other without prejudice,” he says.
“Through Instagram one can check out good
images and see how people live on the other
side of the world. It is about documenting
life. This is the future – documenting our lives
and making visual history as we go, instead
of waiting for someone else to do this for us.

The power of a smartphone lies not just in
the calls one can make – it is a powerful tool
in the workplace, in our daily lives to show, to
create, to share,” Skywalker says. “If we fight
it, we are building a barrier to the next step of
technology which is humanising it. Instead of
technology separating us by humanising it we
use technology to connect.”

All photography by Lebz Skywalker. See more
online at http://www.lebzskywalker.co.za/
You’ll also find the image maker’s work on
Twitter and Instagram @lebzskywalker

Through Instagram one can check out good images and
see how people live on the other side of the world. It is
about documenting life. This is the future – documenting
our lives and making visual history as we go, instead of
waiting for someone else to do this for us.
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African
Art
Arrives

Africa is in the process
of being rebranded
as the world’s “fastest
rising continent”, based
on the impressive
economic growth
of a good number
of its 54 countries.
There’s increasing
international interest
in Africa’s economic
resources and business
opportunities, and
contemporary art is no
exception to this trend.
by Julie Taylor
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During the last 2 years, the Westerndominated art world has shifted its
attention towards African art, based on
both a rising interest in multiculturalism
and an appetite for new material and
markets. There are growing numbers of
African sales by leading auction houses
like Bonhams, as well as by a variety of
online platforms such as Paddle8.
GROWING
Late last year, the new London-based African
contemporary art fair, known as 1:54, doubled
in size for its second year running, bringing
10,000 visitors through its doors. 2015 will see
the debut of the first contemporary art and
design fair in France to be dedicated to African
contemporary art. The 2015 Venice Biennale will
be directed for the first time by an African-born
director, curator Okwui Enwezor, and African art
professionals hope to see more African pavilions
presented, as well as critique, discussion and
analysis moving in new directions.
Does it matter that an artist is from a particular
country or continent? In many cases an artist’s
origin may not seem important in relation to the
quality of the work they produce, and indeed
artists often do not want to be ‘categorized’.
But, as curator Osei Bonsu has pointed out, we
need to question the assumption that African
artistic practice has roots in the West. African
art may introduce us to a new and different
aesthetic, as well as different social and political
subject matter.

UNDER-REPRESENTED
Whilst African contemporary art is now firmly
entrenched as trendy, African artists are still
significantly under-represented on the global
scene, and this is something that platforms like
Guns & Rain seek to change. Fascinated by the
intersection of technology, the creative spirit

and the under-representation of African art in
the global economy, I founded Guns & Rain, a
curated online gallery of contemporary fine art
from southern Africa.

TRANSITION
Under-representation means that whilst the
quality of artists’ work is often very high, it
is more affordable than similar works sold in
Europe or North America. Moving forward, a
number of curators hope to see more maturity
in the way the international art community views
art from Africa: they would like to see some
artists making a transition from the “African
Contemporary Art” niche into the mainstream
“Contemporary Art” market, as peers in terms
of quality, content, and price.
The internet provides a huge opportunity for
African contemporary art. Whilst the web will not
supplant the entrenched mores of the art market,
finding and buying art is no longer as tricky or
as intimidating as it used to be, and African
contemporary art is increasingly accessible.
I’m greatly looking forward to watching these
developments play out into the future, and to
seeing African artists rise in prominence.

Clockwise, from top left: Admire Kamudzengerere: ‘Blue Face’, Bambo Sibiya: ‘Four
Men Listening To A Radio’, Mongezi Ncaphayi: ‘Streams of Consciousness I’, Bevan De
Wet: ‘Unravelling Venus’

Julie Taylor - Founder & Director,
Guns & Rain - is an anthropologist,
communications guru, and art
entrepreneur. She was born and raised in
Zimbabwe and holds degrees from Oxford
and Cambridge. She is author of Naming
the Land, a book based on her doctoral
research about San identity in northern
Namibia, and is based in Johannesburg.
Before Guns & Rain, Julie ran Google’s
communications for Africa.
www.gunsandrain.com / www.twitter.
com/gunsandrain / www.instagram.com/
gunsandrain
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do.
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THE FUTURE BY DESIGN
The Future By Design is an annual publication
that is published by brand, media and digital
intelligence company, Ornico. The Future By
Design is a magazine aimed at stimulating
discourse on smart thinking and design,
and how to create elegant solutions to the
challenges and opportunities presented to
tomorrow’s Africa today.
This book will be published annually.
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